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CHAPTER I
THE INTRODUCTION
One of the pertinent duties of the minister has been to
counsel with the people who come to his office about the problems
of li£e.

There are me.uy people who• 1ome time or another, need

this type of counseling.

Umder the proper miniaterie.l guidance they

can meet the problems and come a.way with a sense of release.

The

author made an attempt to show the particular ministry of the clergyman to thos e mentally and emotionally dilturbede
of the Problem..
-The Statement -----

The problem of this study we.c t

What is the Re latio•ship of the Minilter to the Mentally Ill t

Today

tho minister finds many people emotiona lly and mentally upset and llho
meed some type of counseling.

The minister will best be of help if'

he is aware of the diaturbiilg problems 'Which are connnon to those
afflicted persons.

He will need to have a klllowledge of human behavior

and to study personality development.

In this area of counseling, he

will work with men of other praf'ess ions BJld cooperation will be

ecessary

for the complete · recovery of the person counseled.
Importance
illne sses da ily.

2£. ~

Study.

Mmy miniaters a re dea li:ag with mental

The writer has been closely aoquaiJlted with people who

have had emotional and abnorma l disorders.

thesis per·mo:nal experience · was utilized.

At various places in thil

Many ministers· are not aware

of individual nee d& and this s tudy was made in an effort to help them
aee their full responsibility in the counseling field.

2

\
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Study•

Mental disease is now the nation'• number
one he·alth~ problem affecting more people than
all other illnesses combined. These people
occupy more than he.-lf' of the hospital beds in
the United States. ETen before the war, more
people entered our mental hospitals each year
"fuan enrolled in our colleges and unhersities.
Between 1940 and 1945, mental and personality
disorders caused the rejection of 789,600 candidates for the armed services, as well as the
hospitalization· of one million soldiers a~er
induction; and for· eTery patient hospitalized,
seTeral came to out-patient clinics and mental
hygiene consultation centers. During the same
period, neuropsychiatric disabilities were
responsible for the discharge of' more than
380,000 Army and 76,000 Na"fY pers onnel. These
figures inolude oomparatiTely few of the old
"shell shocked" oases, which oecured less
frequently and were treated f ar more rapidly and
succes sfully in ·this · than the last war. They do
not include mllJlerous oases discharged because of'
physical illnesses - s1111Ch as ulcers , asthma, and
inany forms of heart di aease - in which such emotional f actors as a feeling of resentment, an
unconscious desire to be loTed and cared for• and
fear or anxiety are prominent.l
In a picture found in the psychology book of Dr. Colemen, he

stated that in a cros s section of the population of the United States

2so.ooo

Americans are in State, Federal or local penal institutions;

3,000,000 are mental detectives in the United States ; 700 1 000 are in

mental inat·i t utions; 3,000,000 children have emotional and behavior
probleillll, 8 1 000,000 of us are neurotic and nearly 120.000 are first
admissions yearly.2
It is no wonder that mental illnes s, abnormal and emotional disorders are the number one problem to our land. Upon what reason may ·
one put his finger, what is the contributing factor for such a terrifying emotional and di sturbed situation, to vrhat eTent or condition may

one point?

3

Mr. Coleman hae stated

in his book

•••modern man's path to happiness is not an
easy one, It is beset by seemingly endles s
personal and social problems• Wars haTe disrupted personal life and left their wake of'
mutilitions·, loneliness, grief' and social unrest.
Periodic breakdown and runaways of' economic .
~chinery - vhich· has grown gigantically since
the· Industrial Revolution ·· ·have drained human
energy and happiness · in a· way that oan be seen
only too clearly in the millions of victims of
depression and inflation. Racial discrimination
with its unreasoned f eelings of' superiority, hatred
and res entment, hurt both the ·· indi Tidual and the
c·ommunity. Homes ·broken· by diToroe· leave emotional
scars upon· parents and children alike. Excessive
canpetition, conflicting pressure groups, rapid
social change, and the threat of global atomic
war further aggravates -modern man's insecurities
and with all the uncertalnties and anxieties, he
has few moral beliefs to guide him or to make
him feel that his life is · meaningful and worth
-while. His faith in rugged individualism,
materia l possessions, and technology as the
ultimate Talues in li·f e has proved sadly disillusioning. Yet he seems unable to return to his earlier
religious values, but stumbles around blindly,
choosing at best he can among the myriad of religions .
philosophies and social programs.3
One has aeen the searching of men through the eyes of a
secular wr·i ter, searching out the reason for the mental upsets of a
people desperately wanting ·something ·t hat will sustain them in the
need of life.

It has been obserTed that these di sturbed persons.

emotionally and mentally upset, have become a problem on our hands.
What oan be done · about them? Mr. Colemen has remarked
• • .it is startling to note that mental patients
occupy almost as many hospital beds a s all other
patients combined; that approximately one out of
twenty persons not liTing · in the United States
will at some time be hospitalized for mental ill•
ness alone. And for each of the· 700,000 or more
persons hospitalized for mental illness in the
United States, there are at least -twenty more outside who are not so severely maladjusted but are
nevertheless in need of psychiatric aid. And these

l

figures say nothing of the many kinds of organic
illness brought on by emotional conflict or of
other serious types of maladjustment, such as we
see in juTenile deliquency and crime.4
It we.-s prev-iously stated that the emotional strain has been
brought about by a tension which sets the individual going at a
faster paee than- eTer -before·.

Under· the economic, social

~d

political i;ressure, the person today i s tossed with uncertainty of the
:future. The castle walls haTe collapsed and the dreams of pleasant
future eTents hav-e been cast away.

Someone remarked the other day,

"Wouldn't it be wonderful if we. could slow down again."

would

be~

How true that

One must keep in mind that he is a part of this fast pace

and not all of the tension comes from the outside.

Joshua Liebman

has made this observation: "Many people, depressed and pessimis·tic,
think that the trouble is with the WOl"ld while often the main
trouble lies within them.selTes, in their own unsolved conf'licts,
fears and hates.

Yen and women who are engaged in a "Civil War"

within themselves can neTer write a genuine peace pact for sooiety."5
Mr. Liebman continued to say

• • .at the Tery best, the tens ion in our age
will continue to be unprecedentedly great. That
is why we need more matm·e minds than. ever be.fore.
Courage to master outer danger emerges from serene
and not perturbed personalities. Modern psyohology oan help normal people to retain their equilibrium or to regain it, and prophetic religion can
giTe them both co smio as surance and a sense of
spiritual purpose in life. Both the laboratory
and the sanctuary are indispensable if we are to
OTeroome our emotional and moral turbulanoe.6
It has been observed that many people have not had the
proper training and

~renta l

discipline.

Many children have neTer

been loTed and haTe sought someone outside the home as a la.-ing
parent. This has proTIJd disastrous and has pa.Ted the way for

5

emotional unbala.nee unless the one to whom the child turned
accepted whole-heartedly tile child and understood the situation.

\

But the unwanted child has had to struggle from place to place,
home to home, nowhere could he find the securi"ty that is needed.
T~e

need within these homes and among our children has been the

laok of proper unde r standing and parental lCJY"e. Dr. Liebman has
said

• • .one absolute neoeasity of our age is for
us to graw up psychologically. In order to do
this we have to understand our own weaknesses
and shortcomings and likewise accept the weak•
neases of our neighbors, other men and nations.
We muBt understand that often we a sk the impossible of life - too much lOYe from everybody, too
little frustration, or the atta inments of absurd
goals of power and prestige. The truth is that
life is very har d and often defeating and there
are no s eoure guarantees in this precarious human
adventure.7
To fu l ly underst i!nd ouraelTes, one must have mor e than a
mental picture of the human frame work.

Our

nat ion will still be

faced with those people who have not the ability to see and oomprehand the en l arged task set forth by society.

In the first i s sues

of the monthly publication Pastoral Psx_cholog:£ it was stated
• • .out of our deliberation with some outstanding
people among the ministr y and in the fields of
psyohol sgy and psyohiatr y, several things st&nd
out Ti.Tidly. There i s a unanimity about the
urgenoy of the problem. At no time in human
hist cr y has the need for help of "people in
trouble" been so great• Wherever we turned we
wer e f aced with "statistics" 0£ human dislocation
and miser y; physieians report that anywhere from
4o% to 7(Jfo of their patients are in need of
psycho-therapy. There is a correlation between
this estimate and t he s eleotiTe service reports
to t he effe ct that half of the men r e j ected for
inilitary serTioe were excluded because of emotional
difficulties. On the basi s of the se r eports,
statisticians estimate that lo% to 15% of our
popul ation is neurotic.a

6

One final obserTation concerning the need for such a study
showed the importance of the minister to be cognizant of this fact.
Abnormal behavior is thus a major contemporary social problem. This does not mean that
there are not many well adjusted persons or that
effective personality adjustment is not possible
in modern life. It does mean, however, that many
of us do encounter serious difficulties in dealing with life's problems and that the study of
abnormal behavior may be of great value in
bettering our own personal adjustment and in
reducing the great toll of misery and lost produotiTity 'Which mental ill health exacts in modern
society.9
The clergy does have a place in this disturbed world and it will
be the place of .t he minister to recognize the ministry he has in helping the emotionally upset people.
Obj ect~

2f_

thi~

Studz.

The objectiTes of this thesis were,

(1) to present a history of mental illness; (2) to discuss the psychological development of an individual and to study abnormal behaTiors and
disorders; (3) to show the minister's awareness of his responsibility to
the mentally ill; (4) to show the relationship between the minister and
the psychiatrist; and (5) to pre sent the role of the ohurch and th
minister to the mentally ill.
Limitations.

The writer limited the study to the modern theories

used today in the field of psyehie.try.

A brief study of the history of'

mental illness we.s given but so vast a subject would ·be a thesis itself.
The

heredit ~ry

or environmental factors of personality develop-

ment were not discussed but attention was limited to the structure and
development of the personality.

The orthodox position of the Bibl e

regarding the creati on of man and his f all was accepted but this thesis
was not primarily one of a theological nature.

The study in pastoral

psychology was limited to the work of the church and the mini&ter only

7

in the field of counseling and group therapyo
])efinitions •

The following words were used most widely in the

study::
Abnormal means "'ab'" or "away from" the normal; the norm that is
often suggested is that of personal adjustment•
Abnormal psychology is the field of psychology which s·pecializes
in the development and application of psychological principles for the
understanding of abnormal behavior. that is, it probes the d:ynamios
of abnormal behavior.
Mental hygiene is the field concerned with the development of
a well-integrated healthy personality, and with the turther interest
of preventing mental illness.
Psychiatry is the field of medicine 'Which specializes in the
understanding. diagnosis. treatment. and prevention of mental illness.
Psychiatrist is one skilled in psychiatry, a medical doctor.
Group therapy is the treatment of two or more persons meeting
together with the therapist for r enewed personality adjustment.
Method E!_ Procedure

~

Technig,u!_

~Eloyedo

There is a vast

amount of books. periodicals and other materials written upon the subject
of pastoral Psychology.

The wr iter has used those materials available

and has quoted from the lecture s presented by the psychiatrists at the
Pastoral Conference directed by the Veterans Administration Hospital
at Roseburg. Oregon.

Personal ease histories of i;ersons acquainted

with the writer have been cited with another name appearing in place of
the real name.

The scriptures used in this the sis are taken from the

King James Authorized Version of the Bible.

8

_2rganization of

\
'-;

th~ PaE_~!. ·

The thesis was organized in the

following manner::
Chapter II presented the History of Mental Illness;

Chapte~

III

de lt with the psychological development of the individual and showed
the abnormal behavior and those abnormal diseases which affect the
individual; Chapter

r:v

emphasized the minister's awareness of his

responsibility to the mentally ill; Chapter V showed the relationship
of the minister and the psychiatrist; 0hapter VI presented the r ole
of the church and the minister to the mentally ill; and Chapter VII
summarized the preeeeding cll.apters.
It was felt that the history was of deep importance and therefore was placed first.

The psyohologieal development of the individual

and the abnormal behavior and diseases were also discussed in the early
part of the thesis.

This made it possible for the writer ·bo present

the relationship of the minister to the psychiatrist and also the
minister

1

s and the church's r esponsibility to the mentally ill.

CHAPTER II

\

THE HISTORY OF MENTAL ILLNESS

Introduction
This chapter has dealt with the history of mental illness from
the beginning of mankind to the present day. Various theories, schools
of thought and scientific discoveries have been presented which contributed much to the advancement of this subject.

Much of the study has dealt

with the conception the church has placed upon mental illness.

Due to a

low concept of religious beliefs and principles , the early record of mental
illness revea led inhw:nan care and treatment to those persons mentally
disturbed.

As men accepted with greater appreciation the profound relig-

ious beliefs, there· came a deeper sens
mentally upsot.

of care for the recovery of those

There were per iods in history when a l apse b ek to the

ancient concepts became apparent however,, medic l men did not p rmit the
old concept to remain.
Time has revealed many outstanding rulers,

p~t~rs,

musician and writ rs have had mental abnormalities.

philosophers,

The names of gre t

scientists have been used and their contributions noted.

It has been

through their efforts that the new theories were intr oduced.

History has

made it vory olear that those new the ories have not had a ready aceeptane.e , however , each advancement has made treatment and reco ery easier

for the afflicted person.

This chapter on mental illnes s has presented one

i mportant phase, namely, the study of the whole personal i ty, not the eTil
spirit or demon possession theory found in the early times.

10

THE HISTORY OF MENTAL ILLNESS
With the turn of the 20bh century, mental illness and the
study of emotional disorders made its entrance and attracted the
attention of the imdieal field as well as the public.

It has had

many forms and methods of study and operation, but not until the
medical profession recognized the organio and psychological factors,
were many tests, observat·ions and experiments made. Mental illness
has been

misund~rstood

since time began although oare for mentally

ill people has been studied hoping to bring relief. Modern treat•
ment is still barbaric in places and down right pitiful to those who
are suffering.

It was Dr. Karl Brandt, Hitler's personal physician,

who boasted "that 275,000 German 'lunatics' and 'other cripples'
were exterminated by the Nazi euthanasia program in six months of its
operation." lO He .f'urther explained the fact that

2s,ooo,ooo

marks

were needed to maintain an asylum and that that amount of money could
float a battleship. 11 We may not kill our mentally sick folk the same
way as the Nazis, but i.f we could look at some of our awn mental

institutions we would hang our heads.
At the same time Dr. Brandt was on trial, an epidemic swept
the mental hospitals of .Mas sachusetts and Rhode Island. Dr. Albert
Deutsch felt that it was sooial neglect rather than intes.t inal flu
that killed 2,200 patients. He quoted the statement of the superin•
tendent of the Massachusetts State Mental Hospital, Dr.

Cli~on

G. Perkins 6

"It takes the dynamite we haTe been sitting on to realize the seriousness of the shortage.n 12 Dr. John F. Hogan, Superintendent of the
Rhode Island State Hospital in Providence, where twenty patients of the
500 stricken with this disease died, said, nThe epidemic got out of

11

hand in the early stages simply because we didn't have enough doctors,
nurses, and trained attendants."

The chaplain of the hospital,

ReTe L. L. Abner said
• • .I blame the tragedy mainly on the failure
of the legislature to appropriate adequate
funds for maintaining this mental hospital.
There are only thirty-one· attendants here to
take care of thirty-seTen wards, and the base
pay for attendants is seventy doliars a month
for a sixty-nine hour week.l~
In the state hospital of Ohio, following a scalding of

three patients under the care of a former mental patient turned
attendant, Dr. Crawf'is, who would not perm.it himself to be the
scapegoat, said
• • •the real blame lies with the people of
Ohio who have not giTen us enough to run the
hospital properly. We · haTe had to go out with
clubs and beat qualified people into submission before they will take jobs paying
eighty-five to ninety dollars a month.15
other conditions could be cited in the State of Georgia, and
other southern communities, and we would look with fear, but the
aboTe conditions prevail in our o-ountr y.

Tho department heads haTe

over and over again plaoed the responsibility upon the people.16
HoweTer, l et us not get ahead of our outlook upon the inhuman
treatment unless we see the

r e ~son

for sueh treatment.

The study of

abnormal psychology must be carried back into the annals of history
and th eology. Much

~f

the 011lture of the peoples of early days was

due to the practice and teaching of the church. When people had a
miso·o nception of' God, the Bible, the f'aot of eternal life or redemption,
the cultural life was always at a low ebb.

This brought about the

barbaric, base heathen practice s and symbolism.

12

l

,,

I

'!he cultural history of mankind, beginning
with the attitude of the primitiTe saTages
towards sickness down to our modern conception
of disease is replete with eTidenoe that past
emotional reaoti·ons· have played· in the health
of the indiTidual, the tribe or the nation.
One need only recall the many taboos of the
primitives, their medicme men, their charms
and f etishes; the mass reaction of the Far East
towards exercising eTil spirits that cause sickness, and the persistence of these attitudes in
the form of superstitions throughout the golden era
of enlightened thought of the Egyptians, Grecians,
and other Near Eastern Cultures. Hipprocrates,
Plato and Asclipides recognized mental illness
and suggested sound therapeutic measures, but their
influence was unable to offset the dark flood of
superstition i\hich controlled thought throughout
the dark ages. The Renaissance saw the rebirth of
scientific medical groping for the causation and
treatment of disease processes. It 11as unable to
combat a belief in charms that persists today charms for good luck or 'the preTention of disaster,
for some a religious medal, for others a rabbits
foot, and ao on.17
Though those oharms 1 relics, and alike are still used by some
heathen· folk, such practice could be found in the United States.
These rites and practices are carried on that some one may find
release from the inner pres sure of life, or to conform to tribal
customs, or through the suggestion or advice of some other person.
Man is groping for the things that oan bring r e lief to the soul• but

one can safely say that Jesus is the way, the truth and the life .
(John 14:6). We must hold high our faith and practice against the
opposing enemy of our s.oul who would try to destroy all good for man.
Early Historical Ideas.

The study of mental illness goos baok

to the early periods of history. Securing our ideas from the history
of the Chinese, Greeks, Romans and Hebrews , it was reported that
King Saul was to he.Te suffered from a manic•depressiTe state. He is
supposed to haTe been at times happy, but in the opposite manner

tried

13

to kill Jonathan• his son.18
'

I

Cambyses • King of Pers ia• in the Sixth

Century, has been called the first

a~coholic,

a raging, uncontrollable

Hercules was r e put-ed to haTe ·been afflicted with oonvulsiTe

madman.19

seizures accompanied by homicidal fugue-type reactions and is said to
haTe killed his loved one during these seizurtls.20

Socrates, Democritus,

.Alexander the Great, were reputed to have suffered from some mental
disorders.21

It was also stated that George III, King of England, was

a manic depressive and -was always doing something harsh and hurtru1.22
Jean Jacques Rousseau was afflicted with paranoid symptoms and obsessed
with fear that people were constantly af'ter him.23

Lycanthropy,

another mental disease, 'Where the person thinks himself to be a wild
animal, is said to haTe had a hold on Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon.24
It was held that musicians, phil oeophers, painters, end writers were
mentally unbalanced, such as Beethoven who paid lodging many places at
one time; Schopenhauer, John Stuart Mill, Chopin were depressive;
Mussolini, Hitler and Goring were abnorma1.25
In other ca.see it is int eresting t o speculate concerning the

motivation· revealed in other writings ,
his book, Abnormal _!:sycholoQ'.:
Edwards may

haT~

~

According to Dr. Colemen in

Modern£!!!, he felt that Jonathan

been seized with vicarious sadism idl.en he spoke to his

congregation on the theme ttsinners in the Hands of an Angry God11 •
were his

ords

• • .the wrath of God burns against them; their
damnation don't slumber; the pit is prepared; the
fire is made ready; the furnace is now hot, ready
to receive them; the flames too now rage and glow.
The devils watch them; they are ever by them, at
their right hand, they stand waiting them, like
greedy, hungry lions that see their prey, and expect
to ha~e it, but are for the present kept back; if
God should withdraw His hand, by which they are

These
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restrained, they would in one D1.om.ent :fly
upon their poor souls. The old serpent
is gaping to them; hell opened its mouth
wide to receiTe them; and if God should
perllit it, they would be hastily swe.llowed
up and lost-•• •••
The God that holds you over the pit of
hell, D!llOh as one holds a spider or some
loathsome insect oTer · the fire, abhors you,
and is dreadfully provoked; His wrath towards
you burns like fire; He looks upon you as
worthy of nothing else, but to cast into the
fire; He is of purer eyes than to he.Te you
in His sight; you are ten times so abominable
in His eyes, es the most hate:f'ul e.nd Tenemous
serpent is in ours•••••
If we knew that there was one person,
and but one, in the whole congregation, that
was to be the subject of this misery, Wi.at an
awful thing it would be to think ofi If' ~
knew Who it was what an awfUl sight would it
be to see such a person. How much all the
rest of the congregation might -lift up a
le.mentable and bitter ery over him~ But alas~
Instead of one, how many is it likely will
reaember this discourse in hell\ And it would
be a wonder,, if' some that are n<m present
should not be in hell in a very short time,
before the year is out. And it would be a
wonder if' some pars-on that now sits here in
some seats of this meeting-house in health•
and quiet. and secure. should be there before
tomorrow morning. Those of you that finally
continue in a natural condition, that shall
keep out of hell longest, will be there in a
little time •••••26

The earliest form of 11'psyohie.try11 of 'Which we haTe any knowledge was practiced by the eaTe nen.

'When one was seized with a

severe headache or eonTUlsiTe attacks,, the medicine men would perform
an operation oalled "trephining" •

This operation was performed with

a crude stone instrument and oonsisted of' chipping away one area of

the skull in the fonn of a cirole until the skull
This opening then permitted the eTil

1

'WaS

out through.

pirits to escape•

Those that

recovered from this operation liTed many years atterwe.rda .21

other
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types of treatment for dem.onical possession was exorcism which was
used to cast out the deTil for those inflicted; horrib1e concoction,
floggings, stBM'ing at the hands of the shamans or medicine man.28
Most possessions were considered to be the work of e'Yil spirits when

the patient· became a ctiTe and engaged in behavior contrary to that of
the teachings of the temple and priests•

Among the Hebrews, such

possessions were considered to be the wrath of Gode

Moses is quoted

in the Bible as s aying, "The Lord shall smite thee with madnessu
(Deut. 28:28) •

.A:bout 800 A.D. the priests felt another way was

necessary, and the use of prayers, walking, riding and musie were
instituted for tAe treatment of the ill people .

The next step in the ladder of mental illness, scientifically
s i;eaking, was in the Golden Age of Greece.

Men began to use this

scientific approach and Tarious eaitributors -were mentioned.
Hippocrate s ( " 60-357 BC) called the father of mode rn medicine,
denied the inteM'ention of demon possession and insisted that mental

disorders had a natural oause and required treatment like · other diseases.
Hippocrates s a id • "For .-i.y part. I do not belieTe that the human body

is eTer befoule d by a God.n:29

He felt that the brain was the central

organ of intellect ual aetiTity and menta l illness.

He hel d also to

the importance . of h ereditary and predisposit ion and pointed out that
injuri es to the head oould cause sensory and motor disorders.

Be

cle.ssified mental <H.!orders into three catagories; manie., melanchol ia.

and phrenitias.

Hippocrates was canplete in eTery d etail of clinical

obser Te.tion and ke pt a olese check on the dai l y records of his patientso
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Men ought to know (he wrote-) that f'rom. the
brain only, aros·e · our pleasur·e s, joys·, laughters,
and jest's, as well as our . ·sorrows, pains, grief's,
e.nd tears. Throu·gh it, in particular, we think,
see, hear, and distinguish the ugly fr an the
beautiful, the bad from the good, and pleasant
from the unpleasant. It· is the same thing which
makes us mad or delirious, inspires us with dread
and fear, n ether by night 'or day, brings sleeplessness, inopportune mistakes, aimless am:ieties.
absent mindedness, and acts that are contrary to
habit. These things that we suffer all oane from
the brain, vhen it is not healthy but becomes
abnormally hot, cold, moist, or dry, or suffers
any other unnatural affection to which it was not
accustomed. Madness comes from moistness. When
the brain is abnormally moist of necessity it mOTes,
end when it moves neither sight nor hearing are
still, but we see or hear now one thing and now
another , and the tongue speaks in accordance 1/ith
the things seen and heard on any occasion. But
all the time the brain is still. a man is intelligent.30

-,

Hippoorate's knowledge and treatment were adTanced for a physician
of his day.

His treatise on epilepsy, knOYtn at that time as a Sacred

Disease, is one of the greatest classics in madioal literature.

He

described the physical and psychological e:t'feot of alcoholic excess
and after twenty-three hundred years the s:ymptoms and e.: f'fects ha"f'e

changed very little.

Today we call that disease, delirium tremors.

His method of treatment for melancholia was · a regular t r anquil life ,

abstinence from all excess and sober liTing and a vegetable diet.
For hysteria, which he thought was restricted only to women and caused
by the uterus wandering e.11 o er the body pining for children, he

rocommended im.rriage as the best

re~.edy.

He als o believ ed in the

importance of enTironmsnt and many till.es removed the patients from their

families.
Hippocrat8's emphasis upon natural causes,
clinical obserTation, and. brain pathology in
relation to mEilta:f-disorders, was truly reTolutionary. Unfortunately, however, he was handicapped by inadequate anatomical and physiological
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knowledge. (Greek physicians were poor anatomists
because they defied the· human body and dared
not dissect it.) Thus in the concept of the
"four hum.or·s" , (blood, black bile, yellow bile,
and phlegm). Hippocrates apparently conceived
the notion 0f a balance of physiological processes
as e ssential to normal brain function and mental
health. In his work, On Sacred Diseases, he stated
that when the humors were adversely· mixed or otherwise disturbed, physical or mental disease resulted:
"depre.Tement of the brain ariles from phlegm and
bil, , those mad from phle gm are quiet,depressed and
obliTious; those f r om bile excited, noisy and
mischieTous .31

Plato

(~29-347

B.c.) made it olee.r in his study of those committ-

ing criminal acts that they wer e not responsible for their acts .

"Some-

one may comm.it an act vhen mad or af'f'lioted with disease •• let him
simply pay the damage; and l et him. be exempt from other punishmemt.32
He mde proTision for those ill in the community, n1r anyone ie insane,
l et him be seen openly in the city, but l • t the relatiTes of suoh a
person wat eh over him in the best manner they lmow of; and if they are
negligent, let them pay a fine.33
Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) followed Hippocrate's theory that mental
disturb~ces were in the bile .

He belieTed that very hot bile generated

amorous desires and loquacity and was als o r esponsible for suicidal
impulses.
Along with the advanc ed the ory of me dice.-1 science by the previous
medical men, Alexandria became a cent er of learning.

Founded by

Alexander the Great, it beoe.me the center of Greek culture , and medi cin•
deTeloped to a high l evel and the t emples dedicated to Saturn were fir st-

rate sanatoriums•

These were in pleasant surroundings and the patients

receiTed good care and proper therapy, entertainment and constant
tion.

Later the Greek and Roman physicians used dieting, mas sage.

occ~pa-
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education, gymnastics, and hypnotism.

L_

Noted physicians continued

to use the Hippocratic tradition and skill.

One of these noted

physicians was .Aaolepiades vmo pr acticed and taught in Rome during
the first century of the Christi&n era.

lie first studied rhetoric

and philosophy bit -turned to the study of me dicine and applied the
skills he acquired from dialectics•

of psychiatry.

He has been called the f ather

He f'elt an obligation to those who were mentally ill

and did protest against the practice of keeping the mentally derange d
in the darkened plaoes.

He urged that they be giTen free and full

light.

The ~roundles s a pprehension of some
(patients) are to be alleTiatea-. The audaciousness of others must be restrained, eTen by stripe
if necessary. The unreas oaable laughter must b e
checked by chiding and three.ts• The sorrowful
thought of others must be di·s pelled, for whi.o h
purpose concerts of music and cymbals and noise
are useful. Yet these patients must oftener be
led by slow de grees, and not with eTI.dent
intention.M

He was the first to d enote the difference between ehroni c and
acute mental illnesses and to distinguish between illusion, de lusions
and hallucinations.

The eminent historiam Frie dreich, wrote this of

Asolepiades.
In .Aselepiades we must honor the man who
first taught us how to treat the insane, and
vfho in such treatment, set forth such ideas that
we must feel astonished at, and further ashamed
that we haTe ad"Tanced so little beyond him. By
music, wine• love, occupation, memory exercise
and exercises in attention, he· sought to cure his
patients. Physical restraint he sought to curtail
as much as possible, saying that ene that dangerous
should be tied.35

Caelius is one of the last physicians of antiquity that

was discussed.
of m!tdioal

He was not a mystic, for he left behind a large body

vrritin~s

W.1 ieh dealt not only with his ow.n thoughts but
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epitomized as well the thoug'1ts of the men who had gone before him.
Caelius was a keen diagnostician and recognized a number of mental
diseases which his predecessors had missed or had lumped together.
Ria kindliness, thoughtfulness, wisdom and good sense made him a man

who eould be trusted and was in every sense of the word a gentleman.
To use the common terms· of the day, he treated the whol man and not
just the illness.

He was direct in dealing with the patient and

spoci.fic in his instructions

Gn

l't'b.ere end how the sick person was to

be housed, on the character and conduct of the att$ndants who were to
take oare of him, and the attitudes to be assumed by the physician under
different eiroumstanoes. He used the present- day modern methods cf
therapy which are used by the 2oth century psychiatrist, suoh as;
psychotherapy, diet, massage, baths, fresh air, heat, and medicaments.
A few injunctions of his llhich were presented were a light, warm, quiet,

room, no picture on the wall, windows not too low, patients near the
ground so that no <me could jump out and fall a great distance, patients
not troubled by strangers, retreating the patients bodily if he did not

cane willingly. He also suggested that· saltpeter water was good for
healing.

Physical exercise

was

good but not too much; theater perfor-

mances · should be arranged and after a time lectures should be given,36
Galen (130-200 A.D.) did not give much to therapy or clinical
diseriptien but made many ccntributions concerning the anatomy of the
nervous system and maintained a scientific approach to mental ilbi.oss.
He divided the causes of mental illness into physical and mental

oatagories and named them • injury to the head, aleoholic excess, f ear.
shock, adolescence, menstrual change, economic reverses, and disappointment in love.37
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Very little in t ·he medical field was oarried on from the time

of Galen to Trallianus (525-605 A.D.) because of the fall of Rome
and a gradual sinking aga in into the Dark Ages and demonology.

Trallianus placed great emphasis upon the constitutional factors.

For

example, melancholia affe cted the dark haired and slim built person
more than the light haired and heaTY built person. During the medienl
time, Arabia was the only country to go ahead and at times the mentally
ill reoei Ted bette·r oare· than· those in the Christian countries.
ATicenna (980-1037 A.D.) was a r emarkable mm and made a sizable contribution to the psychiatric field.

With the colla pse of the Roman and Greek culture and oiTilization,
medical and othe r s cientific advancoment stopped.

There was a r eTiTal

of demonology and superstition with only a slight modificatian to confora
to theological demands. The modification ·prilllarily inTol-red the replaoemnt of the eTil spirits and demons of the preTious era and of Satan

and other deTils out of hell.

Man beoame a battleground for demons and

many severe oases were found in the· Middle Ages.

In a l atter part of the

peri·o d many men"t-l!d. eases inTOlTed whole groups of peoplos at one time .

Dance manias, jumping, oonTUlsions mainly- engaged in by women and
children who danced until they fell exhausted .

Some had Tiolent

eonT11lsions, banging thei r heads against the wall , and other forms of
actions.

This dancing mania.• which· appa1•entl1 began in Italy end spread

to Germany. was called ns.t . Vitus Dance"•
pag~s

As was mentione~ in earlie r

of this ohapter, lyoanthropy was another form of mental illness

which made an entrance into this periodo This illness made peopl$ feel
they were animals and to live like the animals they were .

These epide-

:nics r eached the peak in the 15th and 16th centuries ~ and brought in the
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period of £amino • oppression· and pes-1;11.mce·.

Euro!)$ ·was plagued

witlt: Black Death '\'lh.ieh destroyed millions of liTes ud disrupted

sooial organization.38
The treatment in the Medieval Times i.'las l eft. to the priests
and nuns, and the monas·t eries were not the place s of confinement.
For the cure of menta l illnesses, the patients prayed, were anointe d
with holy water, were giTen sanctifie d ointments, breathe d or were
anointed "lfith the spittle of' the priest·s , and touched the relics .- In
some of' the shrines, the exorcism. 'Was by the nlaying on of hands".
Suoh methods were gained from the · Tague ide as of Galen.

The follmr-

iug presoription was giTen to a siek man, uWhen a · detll posse sses a
man, or controls him from 1'lithin with diseases, g1Te him a spew-drink
of lupin, bishops1\fort, henbane , garlio.
a le and holy water"• ~9
devil.

To treat a

Pound thess together, add

Another form was to de stroy the pride of the

person pos sessed of a deTil, the best way was to

insult the devil, call him some obscure epithets which ilnag;ination

eould devise· and add a few threats and cursings.

Unfortunately, as

the olsgioal belie fs began to . improve concerning mental illness, the

old treatment di·sappeared.

It was gene r a lly thought that cruelty to

"mad men" was punishable by the devil within and when this method did

not work, floggings, starving, chains, i1111119rsion in hot water and
other torturous methods were used.

Many pe ople could haTe been

salTaged by kind treatment instead of driTing them further into mental
disorder.
It would be unbelievabl" today to think: that 300 or 400

year~

ago peopll! would che er when ·some one was burned at the st ke·, thinking
that this was a sacred duty.

DUring the 15th c entury, beliefs concern-

ing the possession of demons took a turn for the worse.

It became a
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theological ·belief· that demon·· possessi·cn: was· of· two general types;
(1) possession in which the

~etim

was unwillingly seized by the

deTil as a punishment by God for sin• and (2) possession in i'lhieh
the indi Tidual was actually in league wi·tl:t the deTI.1. 4:0

In the

second type the pers on made a paot with tlte deTil• signing in bl0od
whieh gaTe them supernatural power to do many things, these were
witches.

The

bel-ief was held by the high and low in society. Some

of· the noted clergymen of the time also held to such a position.
was said of Martin Luther that he held such a new.

It

This is his

conclusian.
The greatest punishment God can inflict on
the wieked .. is to deliTer them oTer unto satan,
who with God' .s peX"Dliss i on, kills the• or makes
them undergo great calamities. Many devils are
in woods, water, wilde ~nesses, etc., ready to
hurt and perjudice people·.-· When these things
·happen, then the philosophers and physicians say,
it is natura-1·1 ascribing it to the planets• In
the case of melanchol i a •• ! conclude it is mer ely
the work of the deTi l . Men are possessed by the
devil in two ways; corporally or spiritual ly.
Those whom he possesses corporally, as mad people.
he had pe rmission from God to Tex and agitate ,
but he has no p01mr over their souls .41
Great concern wa·s held as to the witches who were roaming
ar ound and doing great ·damage- through their pel1'9re

On December 7 1

1~84,

Pope Innocent VIII sent a bull "Summis Desider ant es" to the clergy of
Europe , espeoially in Germany. to leave no means untried in the deteo•
tion of witches, particularly those who wer e causing storms and destroying cr ops.

The bull was based upon Exodus 22:18, "Thou shalt not suffer

a witch to· li-re"•
history.

~Witch

This l ed to one of the most tragic periods in all
Hammer, a manual written by two Dominican Manks,

was complete in eTery detail and reserved for the Catholic and Protestant
countries.

It was diTided into three parts.

The first part confirmed
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the certainty of witches and those who did not belieTe in them were
considered in error and polluted with heresy.

The seoond part described

the olinioal symptoms by whioh witches could be spotted; and the third
part dealt with legal froms for examining and . sentencing witches.

If

a person was not sure of witches, then a method of torture prasoribed
by the manual was used to get a confession.

People were in constant

fear of their own relatiTes that they might tell and speak against
them. Many being tortured would giTe the names of their accomplices
and they in turn wriuld be tortured.

Probably the majority of them were

so mentally ill they were delusiTely convinced of their pGWer of sin
and had little realization of the f ate that lay in store for theme
The penalty for those found of witchcraft was (1) beheading or strangulation before· burning, (2) being burned a liTe, and (3) beuig mutilated
before being burnede'~2

Although medical thought began to change., it

was still the common conception to believe that mental illness was a
punishment by God and deliberate association with the d Til and this
thought was held well nigh into tho 19th century.
If anyone would a.tta.eh the theologioal position of demon
posses sion, it would be at th.e risk of life itself.•

However., in the

early part of the 16th century., scientifio men who attaqked the old
theory and were challenged by the scientific frontier, began to analyze
the medioal field.

Jehann Weyer (1515-1588 A.D.) openly opp0sed the

method of treatment of the mantally siek people, and wrote a book

ing out that those being tortured were sick folk.

point~

Those imprisoned,

burned, or tortured, were sick and consequently e. great wrong was being
committed against them. Weyer was upheld by a few physicians and theologians but was Tehemently opposed by others .

He specialized in mental
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disorders and his· wi·de experience.. and progres s-iTe.. TI.ew· justified his
being oalled the "true founder of modern psyohiatry".4:3 Unfortunataly
he was ahead of his time aid his Tiewa 119re abandoned by the churoh.

The intellectual Oxford graduate, Reginald Soot, (1538-1599 A.D.) devoted
his life to exposing the fallacy of demonology and that people are
mentally sick.

.2f Witchorart,

In 1584:, he went so far a s to publish a book, DiscoTery

conTincingly denying the existence of demons, deTil1,

and eTil spiri't:s who were the cause of mental disorde rs•

These women are but diseased wretches
suf'feriug from· melancholia· and their words,
actions, reasoning, a:I)d gestures show that sickness has affected the ir brains and impaired
their powers of judgment• You must know that
the· effects of sickness en men, and still more
on women, are· almost unbelieTable o Some ef
these persons ima·g ine , conf'e ss, end maintain
that they· are 'Witohes and are capable of performing extraordinary maracles througll the arts and
crafts of witchcraft; others, due to the same
mental diserder, imagine strange and impossible
things which they claim to haTe witnessed.«

James I• King of England·, came to the rescue of demonology

and ordered the books of Soot seized and burned.
Churehman of the day were beginning to see the que stion and it
was the wise and far-sighted St. Vincent de Paul who, at the risk of

his own life 1 s aid,
• • .mental disease is no different to bodily
dis ease and Christianity deman of the human
and powerful to protect , and the skillful to
r elieTe the one as well as the other.45
With the adTent of the new thought concerning the whole man.
the prisons and monasteries gradually relinquished the care of the
mental patients to asylums with proper facilities.

Many suoh mstitu-

tions were opened in · England, the first being the- St.· Vary of Bethlehem
in London, 1547.

It seon beam9 known as "Bedlam.11 because of its
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deplorable condition.

The more violent patients 11ere placed en

public exhibition for a penny a look and the more harmless inmates
were forced to beg on the s treets of tendon.

The first mental

hospital in ·Franoe was in Las Maison de Charentcm, 164:1.

In 178°'

the Lunatic Tower· of Vienna, a round building, was constructed with
the dootora· and "keepers" liTing in the square rooms and the patients
liTing in the space s between the walls of the square rooms and the
outside of the tower.

Here, again, those patients we1•e out on public

exhibit, and were treated like criminals and animals .

The first Mental Hospita l in the United States was built in
Williamsburg, Virginia, in 1773.

Many of these first hospitals wer e

primarily modifications of the penal institutiGns and the inmates
were treated more like wild animals than human beings.

Treatment of

the pati nts of the La Bioetre Hospit l in France may be said to be
worse than animals.
The patients were ordinarily shackled to
the ·walls of their dark, unlighted cells by iron
collars 'Whioh held them flat against the wall
and permi-tted little mOYeill9nt. O:f't times ther
was also an iron hoop around the waist of the
pati nt and both his hands and f eet were chained.
Although these chains usually permitted enough
movement so that the patient could feed himse lf
out of a bowl, they o:f'ten did not permit hi:m to
lie down at night. -Since· little was known about
dietetics and the patient~ · were· presumed to be
animals anyway, little attention was paid to
whether the patient was adequately fed or to
'Whether the food 11as good or bad. These cells
were furnished only with straw, were never swept
or cleaned, and the patient was permitted to
r emain in the midst of all the aoeumulated ordure .
No one visited him except at feeding time, no
provision was made to keep him warm, and enn the
most elementary gestures of humanity were laeking.46
Treatment in the United States was little better.

The following

is a description of' the menbally ill during o clonial times•
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The mentally ill were hanged. imprisoned,
tortured, and otherwise persecuted as agents
of Satan. Regarded as sub-human be ings, they
were chained in specially devised kennels and
cages like wild beasts. and thrown into prisons,
bride-weils and jails like criminals. They
were incarcerate d in workhouse dungeons or made
to slaTe as able-bodied paupers, unclassified
from the rest. They were left to wander about
stark naked, dr~Ten from place to plaee like
mad dogs, subjected to whippings as vagrants
and rogues. ETen the well-to-do were not spared
confinement in strong rooms and cellar dunge ons,
while l egis lation usually concerned itself more
with their property than their persons.47
Again a new era of scientific discovery gave great impetus
to the humanitarian movement started by Pinel in France (1745-1826)
and William Tuke in England.

Gradually coming out of the Dark Ages,

into the light of Humanism and its reform periods, the mentally ill
were considered as people and not as criminals.

Following the Frenoh

Revolution, Pinel was made head master of the Ea Bicetre Hospital in
Paris. Reluctantly, the board granted his request to remove the chaino
that bound the patients and to perform mental tests and treat them with
kindness. Some saw the sun whieh had been shut out of their eyes for
oTer twenty to thirty years.

The effect was almost miraculous. 'While

Pinel was finding success in France, William Tulce established the same
type of care for those at "York Retreat", a country home. in a quiet ,
religious simple atmosphere.
from the old demon theory.

It was not easy for people to retract
It was John Wesley who said, 11 The giT ing up

of wi tohcre.ft is in effect the giTing up of the Bible" .4=8
While pr ogress was being made in the o ountries of France and
England, Benjamin Rush (174:5-1813).. the "Father of American Psychiatry".
began his duties at the Pennsylvania Hospital ill. 1783. He enceuraged
proper

treatrr~nt

for mE'Gltally ill persons and wrote extensively on the
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subject.

Miss Dorothy Dix ( 1802-188'7) began to tee.oh Sunday Scheol

to the ferrale prisoners and seeing the real need of better conditions,
submitted to the Congress in 1848 a Memorial stating she had seen

• • .more than 9000 idiots, epileptics, and
insane in the United States, destitute of
appropriate care end protection ••• bound with
galling chains, bovred beneath fetters and
hea-vy iron balls attached to drag-shains,
lacerated with ropes, scourged with rods and
terrified beneath storms of execration and
cruel blows; now subject to jibes and scorn
and torturing tricks; now abandoned to the
most outrageous violations.~9
It was Miss Dix who legislated for better conditions and got
financial assistance through her appeals.

She gave assistance not

only in the United States , but also assisted other countries in their

mental hospitals.

It was also through her influence that medical

men are now in the superintendency of the 111ental hospitals.
In Ameriea great attention was placed upon educating the

public in mental illness through the initiative of Clifford Beers .
Mr. Beers published in 1908, a famous book,

!

~~Found

Itself,

telling the story of his own mental collapse and told of the bad treat-

ment that was given those in the mental hospital, imd his eventual
recovery in the home of a friendo

Although chains e.nd other forms of

torture have been given up, still the use of the strait jacket was
widely used to quiet the excited patients.

Beers explained the use

of the jacket, describing the pe.in:fUl immobilization of the arms.

Have-

ing endured the physical and mental anguish of the use of jackets, he

did everything in his power to assist those who may follow after him
with mental trouble.

He talked with tv10 great psychiatrists ,

William James, and Ad0lf Meyer, and it was the latter who suggested
the t erm mental hygiene as the appropriate name for the mevement about
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to be launched to educate people e.bou:t mental illness•
Society for Mental Hygiene
the energetic leader.

~~s

The First

founded in 1908 and Clifford Beers was

In 1919 the International Conmdttee for Wiente.l

Hygiene we.s formed.50
Hmvever, before one adveincos too rapidly in the history of
mental illness, he must look back about 150 years to 1757 when men
like Albrecht v. Haller and William Griesinger advocated the study of
brain pathology and suggested that psychiatry should proceed on &
physiological and c linioal basis.
Although the work of Groisinger received considerable attention,
it was Emil Kraepelin, (1856-1926) who played an important role in
establishing the organic point of viow.

The most important contribu-

tion was the classification system of mental illnesses.

Kraepeli.Xt

noticed that certain groups ef symptoms were typical of certain illnesses. Following the experiments and other studies, the classification
founded is the same used in our day.

He leoked upon each illness as

separate and distinct f r om. ethers and this conclusion lead to widespread interest.

Follciwing this period called the "descriptive area" 1 famous
men also made important discoveries .

Such men as A. L. J. Bayle,

Esme.rch Jessen, Argyle Robertson, Von We.ssemm and Pe.ul Ehrlich, were
f ew 'Who contributed much to the trea'tanent of mental illness. With
these discoveries, it was not

surprisi~g

that during ·the early part cf

the 20th century, the ma jority of medical men accepted the organic
point of view and were convinced that the underlying organic pathology
of the braiD was the cause of mental illness.
ments made up to 1915e

Let us examine the advance-
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1. The early concepts of demonology had
finally been destroyed, and the organie viewpoint of mental illness as based upon brain
pathology was well established .
2. For general pareses and certain other
mental disorders, definite underlying brain
pathology had been discovered and appropriate
methods of treatment developed.
3. Mental illness had finally been put
on an equal footing with physical illness, at
least in medical circles, and for the first
time the mentally ill were receiving human
treatment based upon scientific medical
findings.
4. A workable, though not yet completely
satisfactory, classification scheme has been
set up.
s. A great deal 0f research was under
way ill anatomy, physiology, biochemistry, and
other allied medical sciences in an attempt
to ascertain the brain pathology (or other
bodil1 pathology which might be affecting the
brain) in other types of mental illness and to
clarify the role of organic processes in all
behavior.
6. Emphasis had finally been placed
upon the importance of public educaticn fer
the understanding, early detection, and prevention of mental illness.51
With all the clinical approach e.nd observation, there were still
many questions about the problem of mental illness.

Clinical observa- ·

tion and examination failed to reveal any organie pathology of over one-

half' of the patients .

Soientists were challenged to see more, yet many

of them lost interest and said it was all due .to hereditary. At the
turn of the century a nevi thought emerged and this new revolutionary
view suggested that mental illness might be caused by a psyehological
factor rather than organic factors.

Man.y people were unable to cope

with all the problems and frustrations and thus mental illness was developed out of an unhealthy reaction to the everyday problems of adjustment.
There were a few experiments in the University of Leipzig by

Wilhell Wun.dt, but these were not fully developed.

It was Anton Messer,
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a notorious figure in psychiatry 1'1ho develc?iped further the notion of
the influence of planets on the human body.
believed to be caused by a universal

Their influence was

me.gne~ic

fluid 1 and it was the

distribution cf this fluid in the body that presumably determined
health or disease.

Mesmer felt that all persons possessed magmetie

forces and e ach distributed some magnetic fluid to another affectint
them a cure.

Achieving success in Paris im 1778, he opened a elillie

in 'Which he treated all kinds of disease by 11 animal magnetism"'•

The

people were seated around a tub, oalled a baquet, ex>ntaining chemical,
from'Which

p~otruded

iron rods to the portion of the body affected.

With soft music and a darkened room, Mesmer would appear, touching each
with his rod.
obscurity.

Mesmer was ostracized. by his colleagues and faded into

This experiment awakened the interest in hypnotism again.

Two prominent men in the Nancy School, Liebault and Bernheim,
worked together with the hypmotic theory that both hypnosis and hysteria
were due to sugge stion.

Charoot, l e ading neurolC11gist of the day,

disagreed with the Nancy men by insisting that there were factors
of an organic degenerative nature in additien to suggestion.
was wrong but his work awakened medical interest.

Charcct was won over to the other view.

Charoct

After sericur debate,

It was not l ong until the

psychological vi• w of mental illness caused much interest and it was
Pierre Janer who popularized this view.
theory psychoneurosis.

He

worlmd out a psychological

Though not accept ed, it was a great step fenmrd.

He believed that a certain level Qf
psychological tensicm. was necessary for adequate unification and intergration of mental
processes, and that this energy level could
by nervous exhaustion, be lowered to the
point where mental synthesis would be disrupted
and neurotic symptoms mi@j:lt appear.52
·
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Toward the end of the 19th century there was an awareness of
psychological disorders and yet the question Tilich remained to be
answered: How do these psychological disorders cause mental illness!
The next step was the development of the psychological dynamics of
mental illness.

All scientific fields which could throw light upon

this subject were employed.

The psychological reaction of the individual

was observed; the physiological study of the nervous system was observed;
the sooiologioal study of population, economic, family, and other
conditions were utilized as they were available. Finally, under the
obserTation of clinical reports from mentally ill cases, they produced
a tremendous amount of data and speculation.

One of the greatest students, an advocate of psychodynamics,
was the brilliant young Viennese physician and neurologist of the
University of Vienna, Sigmund Freud.

One day he introduced to his

audience a patient suffering with constant headaches and diagnosed the
illness as localized meningitis, and as a result, he lost his jobe Not
di!couraged, Freud studied in Paris under Charcot and became acquainted
with Liebault and Beniheim. He was greatly impressed with their study
and came away convinced that powerful mental processes may remain hidden
from consciousness. He returned to Vienna and worked with Joseph Breuer
who intrcxluced him to the innovation of hypnosis on women.

He hypno-

tized a woman and allowed her to talk under the spell. When she awakened
from·the spell, she appeared very much relieved.
of emotional tension, Freud called this the

11

Because of the release

carthartio method"•

This

method of treatment W>rked successfully in that the patient released the
tension and also revealed the nature of the difficultyo

The patient

probably was not aware of the relationship of hypnotism to the release
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of the problem but the psychiatrist was.
Freud soon saw that he could dispense with the hypnotic state
entirely,
soul.

He let the patient talk freely, talk it out, unburden his

He called this method, free association.

The term psycho-

e.nalysi s was given to this principle in 'Which the psychiatrist analyzed
what the patient did and said and helped him gain an insight into the
problem and made constructive suggestions.53
It has been concluded that Freud made an important discovery
and the author has listed the developments; 1. The development of a
technique to acquaint himself with both the conscious and unconscious
mental life of the patient, (a) the dynamic role of unconscious processes
in determining behavior, (b) the importance of early childhood experiences
in later personality adjustment and maladjustment and (c) the importance
of sexual factors in mental illness; 2.

The demonstration that abnor-

mal mental phenomena were simply exaggerations of normal phenomenam and
that the patient's symptoms represented the outcome of his attempts to
meet his problems as best he could; 3.

The development of a therapeutic

teohnique - psychoanalysis - for the psychological treatment of the
mentally ill; 4.

The development of a

d~amic

theoretical framework

which recognized the role of biological, psychological and social factors
in personality development and :functioning.54

Freud's path was not an easy one and for years he faced
opposition alone. His theories received much criticism in America and
England, but finally recognition was given by his colleagues and
students. Freud was closely associated with Bleul er, the discoverer
of the dynamics of schizophrenia, Jung and Alfred Adler. Much of Freud's
opposition came from those who opposed him on the gr ounds that he placed
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too muoh emphasis on the sexual side of the personality, and his
failure to give attention to the cultural differences of the patients.
Despite the opposition, Frued's influenoe has probably been greater
than any other man in his·l:;ory in shaping the modern psyohia·t:;ric and
psychological thought.
Another psyehia·bris·t:; who thought Frued stressed the sexual
side more than necessary was C.

c.

Jung.

He developed his own syste-

matic approach, emphasising n'colleetive unconscious" and "psychological types"•

Jung's most popular and valuable contribution was his

distinction of the introvert and extrovert type, which has given a
practical value to our

understa.~ding

of personality and adjustment.

It was Alfred Adler who suggested that the basic desire of man is to
find status w.tthin a group.
11

individual approach".

This has been called the school of

Because of the early evaluation of his role

and capacity, one tends to feel inferior or beneath someone else,
he styles his life in the same pattern and meets problems with an
inferior manner while some tend to have the "will power"•

Adler

based a majority of his ideas on the individual and his acceptance
of society.
For any scientist to propound a theory, an experiment usually
is conducted upon an animal., and then when sufficient data is gained,.
a human being undergoes the same experiment.

This was the method by

which pe.vlov assisted in the psychological point of view.

In an

experiment with dogs, rats, cats, and other animals, Pavlov forced
these animals to make discriminations which were beyond their adjustment cape.cities .

When unable to discriminate properly, they suffered

the equivalant of a "nervous breakdown"·, usually referred to as

"'experimental neurosis 11 •

This procedure led to a whoie new method

of attack in the study of abnormal behavior.

Pavlov kept a close

check on the experiments and fioom the conditioned reflex technique
has cane nany experimental findings which have been invaluable in the
better understanding of neurotic and other abnormal reaction patterns
on the human level. When the animal of the excitatory type

\Ta.S

found

to react some'What differently beyond his disoriminatpry ability, he
was found to develop periods of depression or excitement

compar~ble

to the manic-depressive reactions of ttie human being.
Thus we come to another mile stone in the hiistory of mental
illness. Many older theorists were unconvinced and opposed the new

theories.

HOYrever, the psychological approach during World 'ffar I was

firmly established.
As research continued, the

arge...~ic

and psychological viewpoints

· gradually led to a better understanding of the role of the organic and
psychological fac:tors in mental illnes3, and many became increasingly
aware that neither was complete in itself. The symptom seemed to be
the same with organic brain damages.

Some people were very ill with

little damage while other were not so ill with a rather extensive
amount of brain damage•

The patient's reaction to the brain damage

and to the resulting changes in his life situations was of vital importance in explaining the overall symptom pattern.

It was also dis·c overed

that certain types of organic pathology (stomach ulcers) could be caused
by psychological (emotional) factors and could be cured by psychotherapy

and organic therapy combined.

Finally, in analyzing certain functional

psychosis, where the patient's illness is the result of psychological
rather than organic factors, it was found that the use of an organic
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therapy, electric shock - produced, brought amazing results.

Electric

shock was brought to the United States by von Meduna in 1937, and
the therapy, insulin-shook dates back to 1936.

These methods of

recovery are assisting greatly in shortening the ·course of treatment
and quickly bringing the patient to a state of responsiveness to the
entire educational, recreational and sooial program of the hospital.
These shook therapys have increased our interest and research in
chemistry and physiology, particularly the electrical activity of the
nervous system.55
Organic psychosis and functional psychosis caused much study
of the organic and psychological factors of mental illness for one
overlaped and interchanged with the other. With this newer point
of view, each illness must be understood and diagnosed as an organic
medical problem and a

p~ychological

one also.

One must realize that

each illness is of the whole organism, not just the leg or the arm
or the foot, and ·this distinguishes the holistie viewpoint from
other approaches to maladjustment.
As Menninger has pointed out, the term
is an unfortunate one, because
it tends to perpetuate the outmoded dualism of
mind and body 'hhich is the exaot opposite of
what is intended. In addition, the term has
often been restricted to so-called "psychosomatio
disorders" - the physical illnesses such as
peptic ulcers - in which emotional factors play
an important role in the onset and course of
the disorder. Consequently, we shall use the
term "holistic" in preference to npsyehosomatic 11
in di sous sing their viewpoint, al though in
actuality the two are roughly synonymous - both' ~
referring to a unified view of the organism as a
functional unit inextricably immersed in a
physical and socio-cultural environment.56
"psychosomatic~

The uniting of the t wo views into one view produced a long
hard struggle.

It was Dr. Adolf Meyer who promoted the holistic view.
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He vms relentless in studying the whole personality, keeping
records, and followed the treat:mant of patients, and was insistent
that all patients should receive the same treatment.

He showed the

importe.noe of the psychiatrie social worker securing the facts and
then following treatment , assisting in the readjustment into
community life.

Dr. Meyer has played such an important role in the

development of psychiatry that he has been called the "dean of
American psychiatry". He

le~

two holistic assumptions that demand

our attention.
1. The study of the total personality
of the patient is the only basis for an
understanding of his behavior.
2. The· determinants. of the patient's
behavior are pluralistic and interaotional,
and all possible relevant factors-biological,
psychological, soci~logical - must be investigated and coordinated into our understanding of the development pattern of mental
illnesses.57

The concluding point in the history of mental illness,
and one of the greatest achievements in our time, is teaching the

doctor to study the vh ole personality.

For the last fifty years.

the standard of the medieal profession has been advancing upward, due
to the knowledge of sanitation, and in:nnunization, the development of
drugs that cure and combat disease, and modern surgery whieh has

also increased the s pan of life.

The doctor has always been interested

in the patient as a person and often good r e sults came due to his
unders tanding of 'the background, temperament, personal pecularities
on the patient.

Many of the older physicians reported that

a~er

years of nadical knowledge and practice they were aware that many
patients came without any physieal illnesses but were emotionaly upset.
Through this long process of knowledge and e xperience , it is not
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surprising that the modern ·training of physicians indoctrinates
the young men in courses of psychiatry.
With the organized forces at work to marrow do11n the emotional
problems there are still controversies and disagreements but the
points of agreeriant may be listed.
1. Aoeeptanoe of the holistic approach
to the diagnosis, understanding, treatment
and prevention of mental illnesso
2. Agreement that the same fundamental
dynamic principles underlie both normal and
abnormal behavior.
3. Emphasis on dynamics rather than
symptoms. Symptoms are viewed as signs that
soma-thing has gone wrong with the adjustive
efforts of the individual, and it is the underlying dynamics of the illness rather than the
symptoms perse which receive elfl.phasis.
~ . Agreement on the staff or "team"
approach to the di agnosis, understanding,
and treatmsnt of abnormal behavior. This
involves the integrated teamwork of psychiatrists, clinical psychologists, psychiatric
social workers, and other specialized personnel.
5. Emphasis on the utilization of
material from varied research approaches.
This includes the integration and use of
material from genetics, anatomy, biochemistry,
neurology, physiology, psychology, sociology,
anthropology, clinical medicine, and other
relevant scientific areas.
s. Emphasis on both social and individual
pathology in understanding and treating abnormal
behavior and a realization that society as well
as the individual may be sick.
7 • Emphasis on the importance of publie
education and the early detection: and prevention
of abnormal behavior.58
The preoeeding review has traced the history of mental illness
from the earliest ccnoeption of demonology through the medieval
religious thought to the development of the organic, the psychological
and the holistic point of view•

CHAPTER III

THE STUDY OF MAN
INTRODUCTION
Man is man regardless where you find him.

He ms.y live in the

cold land of the Arctic Circle or in the heat of Africa.

Physically,

all men have the same outward characteristics. Each one is endowed
with the same mental abilities but the enlargement of these mental
abilities depends upon the method the individual uses.

The destiny

of each person lies largely in his ovm. hands.
This chapter has dealt with the psychological development of
the human life.

The orthodox Biblical position of man's creation

in the image of God has been presented and his estrangement from
God.

The wholesome approach to life depends upon ones desires and

abilities to meet all problems .

Various psychological character-

istics have been presented, each in its own way makes up the development of the individual.

Proper development has insured a well rounded

personality.

Any abnormality has revealed there is not a normal adjustment to
all of life .

Abnormal behavior has shown the personality has not

developed emotionally and psychologically or due to some organic
function, the brain growth or process has been impaired.

It has been

the purpose of this chapter to discuss the abnormal disorders_ funotionaly and organic

psychosis~

and to present the symptoms, therapy

and treatment of these disorders .
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PSYCfilOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
All people desire a wholesome or healthful mind.

Irregardless

of our feelings or thought, the eager person wants the very best
obtained in healthy living.

To fully understand the term wholesome

or healthy personality, a group of mantal hygienists at the Third
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection in 1929,
arrived at the following statement:
The healt~y mind is sometimes described
as one which pr esents no definite symptoms or
the sort ordinarily associated with one of the
recognized mental disorders •• • bll,t in its
broader de finition, mental health comprises
more than this. Mental health may be defined
as the adjustment of individuals to themselves
and the world at large with a maximum of effectiveness, satisfactions, cheerfulness and
socially oonsiderate behavior, and the ability
of facing and accepting the realities of life.
The highest degree of mental health might,
therefore, be described as that which permits
an individual to realize the greatest success
which his capabilities will permit. with a maximum of satisfaction to himself and the social
order, and a minimum of friction and tension.
This implies a stage of such well-being that
the individual is not conscious of unsatisfied
tensions; does not show socially inadequate or
objectional behavior and maintains himself
intelleotually and emotionally in any environment under any circumstances.59
Mental hygiene has been a term used to project the whole personality into life situations and still remain adjusted under pressure
and tension.
The modern definition of the toal field of
hygiene is the preservation, inculcation, and
promotion of those conditions or influences that
lead to the mos·t; effective development of the
personality of the individual and his most interesting, wholesome, and useful life in society.60
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The Religious Appr oaeh to Mental Hygiene
The wholesome personality has been seen as one 'Which makes an
adequate adjustment to all of life.

This is a noble act of the entire

person, but being aware that man beoame a depraved person with an inner
downward tendency, it has been revealed that the entire personality
is not f\llly and properly adjusted as was originally intended.

From

the very beginning of personality development, holiness and righteousness and obedience were the criteria which the first man had.

But the

inner tendency for self was and now is inherent in the human family
and personality is warped.

Some

have called it

a

perverse nature,

others say it is the improper adjustment due to he reditary influences
and traits, social or environmental factors.

Basically it is the sin

nature that has been iDherited from our racial head, Adam.

It was

Dr. John Morgan, in his book Child Psychology, in speaking about the
theories of child nature, who stated that the child is naturally sinful.

He remarked

t.~at

the modern impression of' the theory was given

to St. Augustine :

If the original premise that

man

is born

in sin, is sound, the repressive method is

certainly a logical procedure to use. If' man
is tending toward evil conduct he must be
prevented by force from acting in. the manner
which his natural tendencies would urge.61
Dr. Morgan further states:
An old and persistent theory of child
nature maintains that a child is bo1-n with
manifold t endenci es to perverse behavior.
These make conflicts with socia l restrictions
inevitable. The child I!Dlst be restrained and
his evil impulses subdued •• •the fault with
this doctrine of child nature is that it judges
the child according to adult standards. This
child i s condemned in much the same manner that
a grown person would be comdemned were he to
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behave in a similiar manner .62
It need not be necessary to project any other theory concerning
the development of the personality.

It was the Psalmist, David,

who said, "Behold I was born in sin and in inquity did my mother
conceive me" (Ps . 51:5).

A minister must posit the fact that the sin-

ful inherent depraved human nature is at the cause of all the inner
repressions, tensions, and abnormal tendencies.

Man the Unknown, written by Alexis Carrel, innnediately calls our

attention to the fact that one needs to have an understanding of man.
Although various theories have been set forth thought the ages , one
must keep in mind that the only true theory or origin of man was established in the Bible.
theories for the

The mythological and naturalistic evolutionary

cre~tion

of man have been accepted by many people ,

but if one would truly grasp the true conception of origin, he must
stand off and s ee man with his proper conduct and r elationship to
God.

other theorie s could only produce an···inconsistent man full of

phobias , complexes,

~d

fears.

It is with the Biblical the ory of

creation that the euthor he.s attempted. to study man, his development
and the abnormal character istics.

Irregardless of his attitudes, likes

and dislikes, he is a product of a creative hand, far above that of
the materialistic and evolutionary theories.

The author has assumed

that man is morally and spiritually depraved and such abnormalities
s e en are due to man's fallen nature•
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The Origin of Man
The final act of creation was the creation of man.

Following

the separate periods of creation, God looked back upon his work and
pronounced it good.

(Gen. ltl0,12 , 18,21,25,31). "God rested on the

seventh day from e.11 his works mich he had made" (Gen. 2 :1)

It has

been recognized that man is the crowning vrork of creation and the
primal reason for God's creation .
The Biblical account must be the true concept for the origin of
mankind.

Two accounts are recorded in Genesis lt26-30 and Genesis 2t4-35.

The first is brief and in connection with creation; the second, is more
extended and stands by itself.

There is no discrepancy in the accounts.

No more do we have the words, "Let there be" but "·L et us make man in
our omi image, after our· likenesst• (Gen. l t26-27), an expression that

asserts the power of the creative word in conjunction with deliberate
counsel. Man now is a nevr order of being, the crown of all creation,
a creature and a son.63
Dr. H. H. Wiley points out that,
• • •the twofold creative act, or if one
prefers, the two stages of the one creative
act by Vihich man cmne into being as a new and
distinct order, is expressed thus, 'And the
Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground,
and breathed iii.to his nostrils the breath of
life , (plural, lives); and man became a living
soul'(Gen.2t7). The statement apparently
returns to the creative fiat of the first
chapter in order to show that the body of man
was connected with the earth; while the origin
of his being as Man was due to the divine
inbreathing vmich constituted him a living
soul. The first step, then, in the origin of
man was the rorm.ation of his body from the du st
of the earth , and the chemical elements which
· compose it. The word "formed" as here used,
carries with it the ideas of creation out of
pre-existent material.6~
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One must understand that when the dust ceased to be suoh, it
existed in the flesh and bone constituting the human body. It is
also true the.t the lower animal was formed out of the

du st

of the

ground, the same ingredients as man, but nowhere does the Genesis
account show any pa.rt for materialistic evolution from the lower
animal kingdom.

The scripture also teaches us, however, that man

in one e.spe ct of his being is linked to nature, and that on his lower
side he is the culmination of the animal kingdom and represents its
perfection in both structure and form.
Age.in it was Dr. Wiley who said i

But the distinctive feature in the
creation of man is to be in the concluding
statement-I.He breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life; end man became a living
soul.' Here there is creation de novo, and
not mere formation. In the creation of man,
God communicated to him a life which did not
enter into that of the low·e r animals. He made
him a spirit - ~ self conscious and selfdetermining being, a person. While it was by
the divine inbreathing that men was made a
spiritual being, we are not to believe that
the human spirit was a part of God by
pantheistic emanation. God' a spirit is unique
and so is man's - the one infinite, the other
finite . We may use the term "impartation to
lif'ett, but only in the sense of a higher
creation.65
When man became the 1iving soul and body at the same time, he
also became a moral being with relationships comparable to that of
His

ere~tor.

Dr. Knapp believes ttthat on the other hand the body was

created lifeless and that God vivified the previously lifeless body
of man"•
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The image is the immediate creation of all "that was

essentially human and it pleased God to testify to the perfection and
moral quality of it.

The original moral and intellectual quality of

man may be found in Gen.2 :19,lW.

Dr. R. A. Torry sai d,

Man was created with sufficient intellectual capacity to give names to all living
creatures and to have cominion over them • . Man
was not created e.n ignoremous nor a savage, but
a being with lofty intellectual powers• Whatever truth there may be in the doctrine of
evolution as applied within l:illlits to the
animal world, it breaks form when applied to
man. It contradicts not only scripture but
the known facts of history. The development
of man from an originally low order of intellectual being closely resembling the ape, is e.
figment of unbridled imagination falsely dubbed
science. There is absolutely not one fact to
suste.:in it. The first view we get of man is
of a being of splendid intellectual powers.67

The Generic Aspect of Man's Origin
Man was created not only as an individual but also as a racial

being, the head of all hum.an life of the highest order.

If one holds

to the Genesis account man was created and God made woman out of the
ribs of Adam (Gen. 2i21-23).

The first account t eaches that God

created man generically "While the second account deals not so much
with the original act of creation as with the formative process by
which generic man was elaborated into two sexes•
man was

first formed then Eve" (1 Tim. 2 :3) •

and God took out of him woman.

11

It waa 1bund that

Man was a perf1tct being

Thus, the Genesis account teaches

that every individual member of the race, including the first mother,
has its antitypee.l r epresentative in the first man; and that in this
way could the scripture declare that God hath made of one blood all

nations of men (Acts 17:26).68
The Unity of the Race
The scripture affirms the unity of the race and its community
of origin.

The di vine record made proof that man

vias

e.n individual
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and a generic being and comes from a cormnon origin.

Man did not

oome from a single pair but from a related being, Adam. As the
account establishes the first pair , it is believed that all the
races have come for its first common parentage.

There are four

factors that make all men the same; fir st, man is basically religious
and regardless of the form of worship, his highest desire is to the
!mown or unknown power reigning above; secondly, similiar physical

characteristics are found in all people, such as, the span of life
is approximately the same , the temperature of the body,. the fertility
of the race and the length of pregnancy; thirdly,. the connnon language
origin; and fourthly,. the psychological and emotional characteristios.6'9
B rfection at Creation
Lest one get ahead in the psychological study of man, it would
be important to observe man at creation.

He was created in a natural

state of perfection, following the primal purpose for his creation.
Everything about him was perfect,. and such :£l'rfec1:iion revealed the
creative hand of the Almighty.

As a creature in the image of God,

it is this likeness that distinguishes him from the lower orders of
creation. 11 As s.uch it was essential and indestructible; the selfconscious and self·determining personality of men,. as a spirit bee.ring
the stamp of likeness to God and capable of immortality,. was the
reflection in the creature of the Divine nature. 11 70 While other
creatures bear or r eflect the perfection of their creator, it was me.n' s
distinction that made him different and that he should alone bear
His image.

It has been good to remember that the image of God is

man was perfeet and that communion also was perfect.
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Natural Im&ge
In the natural image of God, three outstanding characteristics

are found.

Spirituality, knowledge, and immortality.

is the deepest faot in the likeness of man to God.

Spirituality

Knowledge has to

do with man' a cognitive power to recognize the image from 'Which he
was created. This, having been lost by the f all, can be restored
only by grace, a renewing of the knowledge after the image of Gode
Immort~lity

is the last characteristic found in the natural image

of God. Without f ew exceptions, the church has maintained that man
has been created i:mmortal but that death entered solely as the consequence of sine
Moral Image
The n1oral imge has to do With the powers of personality which
were given him at creation.

He was given the responsibility to put

these powers to their abilities. Dr. Wiley states::
Having the power of self determination,
he is responsible for the use of his freedom;
having affections reaching out to the objects
of his choice , he is r esponsible for the
quality of those affections; having intel lectual powers, he is responsible for the dir ection
of his thoughts and the nature of the adjustments
which intelligence demanda.71
The distinction between the two may be summarized as; first,
the natural image distinguishes man from lower animal creation in
that he is a personality possessing self' confidence and self determination, while in the second place , the moral image r efers to the charact er or quality or personality determining choices of right and wrong.72
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The Fall of 1lan
The positive fact of moral righteousness and purity has been
established and that man is made in the likeness and image of God.
The analysis of the fall of man is briefly stated in Genesis

3:1-2~.

It was the di vine injunction to l eave the tree in the midst of the

garden abne.

There was but one simple law - "thou shalt not" •

However.

by dis obedience, man broke the commandment, he challenged God's

authority.

He lost his original relationship of purity and holiness•

Reje cting the authority of God, he became- a moral rebe l in e.n orde rly

universe.

He was deprived of all things gr anted him due to the

d!eprivation of the Holy Spirit. His intellect was darkened• he had
lost contact with trttt;h; his will was perverted, he was pursuing truth
through error; his affections were degraded; he became selfish in all

areas of life.

He has sinned .

He was estrange d from God.

must not pay the penalty due to the breach of contract.

Justly he

God sent his

wrath upon man, a just judge judging judicially.
He lost life with God; he was separated
from him; in union with whom his spiritual
life ccnsisted. The body dies when it is
separated from the soul; the soul when it is
separated from God. He was alienated from the
lif'e of God.73

Psychological Study of Man
Man is e.n indivisible whole of extreme complexity.
to the specie.lists, is far from being a concrete man.

Man, known

He is a corpse

dissected by the anatomists, a consciousness observed by psychologists
and t eacher·s of spiritual life. a chemical substance consisting of

tissues and humors of the body, an amazing community of cells that the
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physiologists study, a homo-economist, who must ceaselessly consume
manufactured produets in order that the machines of vnich he is
made a sle.ve must be kept at work.

He is the product of his environ-

ment and a machine which industry compels man to live together in
restricted areas and herds them side by side for survival.

Man is an

inventor of tools, machines, arms, and this distinguishes him from all
other beings.

He is a builder of buildings.

He uses his atheistic,

religious, and intelligent capacities and mechanical abilities.

He

reacts in different ways, differs due to gestures, walking, intellect
and moral character.

His mental structure differs to that of other

individuals and all conscious activity rarely developed at the same
time .

Individuals separated into intellectual, sensitive and voluntary

types, hesitant, self reliant, weak, impulsive,
well balanced.

~elf

controlled and

His intellect may be emotionally passionate but also

weak and cowardly.

Each individual is consci-pus of bein,g a unique

personality, differing in degrees of indivfdualization, possessing a
weak or strong, nervous or calm personality.7~
Human Birth
The starting point in the life of any human
individual is the moment of fertilization of the
ovum. To understand any child, consequently
requires some knowledge of how he developed from
this time until birth. Life after birth should
be regarded as but a continuation of life before
birth. Nevertheless, although we would like to
know with certainty just what happens during prenatal life, the period between conception and
birth is shrouded in mystery because of the impossibility of direct observation during this time.75
This is a period of mystery and yet the birth of the child is one
act which man is incapable to duplicate.

Our scientific men have
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discovered many useful implements for · home, business and occupationa l
factories, but to produce a child, only the hand of God is able.
Some things are determined before birth.

The physical oharacteristics

are determined before birth, such as, eyes, ha ir, color, weight and
size , and conditions after birth may stunt growth, but there is no
means of adding height before birth.76
Several observati"ons can be made as to the early development of
the infant.

One of the first is sucking .

Place the child in direct

ccm.tact with the mother and the child seeks nourishment.

other forms

of activity are the movement of arms and legs, trunk, and head, and
crying so rapidly that one may not be able to note them in detail. The
term "mass aoti vity11 has been used to de scribe such movements•
William James, the famous psychologists, felt that, "The baby, assailed
by eye s, ears, nose and skin and entrails all at once, feels it all
as one great blooming conf'usion".

On the other hand, it has been

claimed that the child is capable from the start of rather definite
physical experience, that the rigors of birth have a strong effect on
him, end that the strong emotional emphasis of love, fear and rage ar e
these frdm the beginning.77
Helpl essness
Another of the strongest and most striking characteristics is
helple s sness.

Other animals of the lower animal kingdom do not posse ss

the utter helplessness of a baby.

For almost a years period the little

babe is helples s to the extent that help must come from the mother or
those dear to him.

For the first six months, the only method for gett-

ing any place is to be carried by someone .
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The lower we ascend on the animal scal e the more similarity we
find between individuals of the speeies.

The individual difference

may be viewed in the infant and the child.

Some of these individual

difference s can be developed and useable for later life while others

may be detrimenta1.78
Hereditary Traits

other characteristics are produced by the dominant parson's
chromosomes in the hereditary trait.

The result is a child with the

disposition, complexion, and good or evil traits of the parent.

The

child who had been given a full opportunity for love, af'feetion and
care had a better opportunity to develop his own

ore~bive

powers

that the one having been hampered physically1 mentally 1 or spiritual ly.
The religious teacher \lho knows that the child has been brought into
the world by clean blooded, right living, God fearing parents has a
great privilege.

The stability of parental influence and love will

develop a stable nervous system and potentiality for a good mental
development.

This does not mean that every person, not born with

such privileges, is defeated before they start.
healthy child a good beginning. 79

But it does give the

Train a child in the way he should

go; and when he is old, he will not depart from it (Prov. 22:6).

Security and Happiness
Security and happiness are essential to the infant.

A full

developed personality will show, by disposition, outlook and oharaoter ,
whether happiness and securi"l:;y prevailed in the home. When the family
life is happy, well rounded, economically stable and strong, the early
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infant and child training will produce good citizenso

If the mother

shows love and concern, the ohild will sense the feelings and affections
of the mother.

There may be times or advents of new family members

when the parental love and seeuri-ty will have to include s aneone else;
it is then that the child may take on repression, suppressed desires ,
and abnormal characteristics.

Criticism, scoldings, by even we ll

meaning parents and t eaohers by mistake, will produce unhappiness,
anxiety, and tension, and these feelings will lead to emotional problems of insecurity and unhappiness.BO
Adequacy
Closely related to the need of security is the need of adequacy.
In general, the feeling of

ad~quacy

is based upon the individual's

evaluation of environmental problems in the light of his ability to
meet them. When cal.fronted by problems before him, the individual
f els within himself the ability to meet them, he is then considered

adequate.

The opposite is true when he is frustrated and is unable

to meet these situations, he then is considered inadequate.
thes~

Because

situations come upon an individual, various intellectua l skills

will help him master the problems which will arise throughout life.
Most of us have a f eeling of adequacy andoonfidenee that we can handle
the si·tuations before us.

When one comes to problems which confront

him, the heart pumps faster, the pulse rises, and an inadequate fee ling
sweeps over the person.
and orderly behavior.

He is no longe r able to maintain an efficient
One may say that feelings of security and

adequacy are essential to good adjustment, and the failure to meet
these problems plays an important part in abnormal behavior. 81
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Maturation
Maturation is a proeess of becoming an on-going growth process
which has no end.
experience.

Growth is

affe~ted

not only by maturation but also

Walking and speaking are a part of those maturing elements

that compose the human personalityo

It takes one fall .after another

for the child to struggle back to his feet again trying to master this
activity of life.

In his response to some situations, the child

responds with fear or with love .

The favorable responses will make

a better personality adjustment and the unfavorable responses do not
gender help or com.fort.82

Dr. R.

w.

Cartwright , psychologist at the

Vet erans Hospital in Roseburg, Oregon, stated that in the period from
18 to
by

2~

months the personality is more and more refined, and assisted

others the child takes on a new manner of development.

Great care

must be given in this formative period of the child's life.83
Instinct
In general, the behavior of human beings is of two types, the

learned and non-learned.

In 'the first, it is customary to speak of

the habits and voluntary acts, end in the latlmr of the reflexe s a.nd

instincts.

The instincts of human behavior were first noted in the

organic processes, which do not have to be learned but are continuous
and relatively perfect through life, sometimes called automatic acts,
such as, circulation, digestion, respiration, secretion and excretion.

Most of these activities of this class are thythmieal, and have their
stillillli with the organism itself and make for the healthf\tl activity
of the entire orge.n,ism.

Secondly, there are certain reflexes of the

organism, vmich respond to external stimuli, such as, sneezing, winking,

I

\
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coughing and the knee jerk.

Thirdly, there are instinctive acts,

I

I

such as crying due to hunger, fear, and curiosity; and lastly,
other much more complex acts and processes, such as; play, talking,

I

walking, acquisitiveness, and s elf-abasement .

Many of these are

done simul-baneously. 8-'
Habits

In the process of growth, the child at time s shows certain
forms of behavior but at a later date will automatically change _or
abandon them.

In his own good time he wi 11 change many of' his ways•

Repitition of many acts,

~d

at certain levels of child development

does not mean they will beeome a ha bit.

Habits are formed when there

is a tendenoy toward an aot or condition which repitition has become
spontaneous.

These habits are acquired from others, finding pleasure

doing something, or under pressure, or at a point of relaxation,
and with th;nking the habit continues.SS
Nervous System

The nervous system is a mechanism capable of' receiving and
responding to

st~~uli;

by way of the eye, ears, skin, receives impulses

or sensations of color , light, sound, heat, cold and pain.
be aroused by the sight of food, er motor
with the atomaoh.

act~vity,

Hunger may

or chemical reaction

The internal rhythms within man arouses the sex drive

as do the external stimuli.

It is important to think of man as respond-

ing from within as well as from without.

The nerves transmit like a

telephone system the stimuli along the nerve fibers of the spinal cord
to the brain where the impulses are switched to the nerves whioh control

\

I
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the body responding to such stimuli.

Thus responses are achieved,

such as, the pin point on the finger, the warm water to an extremely
sensitive part of the body, the quickening of the heart beat, or the
chemical reaction of the liver.86
Drives
The nervous system is responsive to internal stimuli called drives.
This is an important part of the Sluipment of the new born babe.

Suoh

drives, related to the organic need of the body, are water, sleep, sex
activity, exercise and elimination.

These drives provide a dynamic or

urge to behavior. When an organic need is unsatisfied, the organic
tension produces r estlessness upon the body and impeb the individual
to satisfy that urge.

Hunger in the absence of food causes the walls

of the stomach to contract, stretching the muscles and produces a very
disagreeable sensation and leads to irritation and restlessness.

Nature

provides these drives in the individual but experiences must determine
how, 'When, and where it will be satisfied.
Constitutional Factors
Constitutional factors must not be ignored in the personality
makeup. Since individuals differ in the size end functional capacities
of their nervous and glandular systems, and differ aooording to the
strength of the organic drives, these differences are important for
personality structure.

The constitution of any individual is conditioned

due to environment, worry, f atigue , physical exercise, and emotional
disturbances, and also the nervous condition of the body affects the
digestive system, domestic affairs, and social relationship.

With this

\
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consideration the drives of ea.oh individual varies, which greatly
affects the conse quence of eaoh personality.87
Emotions

Man is not only e quipped with certain drives to action but is also
capable of certain feeling.

As was mentioned, there is the drive of

food, sleep and elimination.

It is said man is capable of emotional

reactions, such as, fear, hate and love.

It was Mr. John B. Watson

who noted the emotiona l responses in infants.

Through a film, he was

able to secure the reactions of the infants when they were annoyed.
Certain emotional r eactions -were observed. Emotional ?itterns and
reactions become increasingly speoifio with age, and the method by
which men observe and reaot to them were learned.

Observing the

emotional patterns of other peoples of the world, one has seen that
the emotional reaction is different due to cul-bural and r~cial behavior.88
Needs of Goals of the Individual
When a need exists there is a state of tension in a person which
serves to direct his behavior toward certain goals.

The V10rd need is

used to emphasize its primary importance to the person.

As an inolusive

term it had embraced drives, goa ls, impulses, urges, motives, and cravings.

A need, then, exists as a state of tension "Mtich leads a parson

toward activities 1'1hich will relieve the tension.
which will satisfy the person, is called a goal.
ing for a goal as an object out beyond him.

..

An activity or state,

Es.oh person is reach-

It is important that our

ego reach to that vtiich lies outside ourselves and spurs us on to greater
attainment.89

I
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According to the writers of the work on Educational Psychology,
by Gates, Jersild, McConnell and Challman, they have stated that all
needs are divided into two groups, personality and organic needs.
basic organic needs are rather generally held to

incl~de

The

food, air,

sleep, rest, liquid, proper temperature which obviously must be met or
the organism will die.

The need for sexual gratification and for activity

are probably as universal as the previous ones already mentioned, but
the deprivation of them would

no~

cause death.

There are countless other

organic needs such as, sweet tastes, the need to relieve irritation of
the skin and the need to avoid excessive noise.
The personality need may be as followsi
1. Affection - - satisfied by being loved
by one's family and being liked by one's friends
for what one is rather than for what one does.
Such affections are expressed verbally or by
demonstrations of loya lty, sympathy, understandin~ oansideration, etc.

2. Belongingness - - satisfied by having
a place in a social group of friends and acquaintances and in a close cohesive group, e.g., the
family.
3. Achievement - - satisfied by excelling
in vocational or avocational activiti es.

4. Independence - - satisfied by being
able to take r esponsibility nd to make independent choices.

s. Social approval - ~ satisfied by having
what one does appreciated and thought well of,
admired, followed, etc., by having a place in
society at large, i.e., status.90
Abnormal Behavior
Because the first man disobeyed the commandment of God, it has
been this downward tendency that has caused man so much mental trouble.

I
i
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Losing his original state of righteousness, man was deprived of the
original gif't of Godts grace and now is living in an abnormal relationship to God.

He is going contrary to God's plan, and since that time,

he is opposing the Word for proper living.
Having seen the psychological development of the individual, his
.
.
emotional life, the organic functions and the adjustment need for a
well-balanced personality, the discussion of the remainder of the chapter
is confined to abnormal diseases, their symptoms·, treatment and therapy.
The organic and functional psychosis were dealt with and the effects
they have on the individual were revealed.

The author has observed

that those persons afflicted with a mental illness are as normal as
any person, but due to the iWlctional or organic disorder, they must

be cared for, loved, and nursed back to proper health.

It was previous-

ly stated that those mentally disabled have physical disabilities which
lowered the proper function of the body.

It was observed by the author

that, the personal cases with which he has assisted, the sick person's
mental, ·spiritual, and physioal capacities were .lowered, and thus he
was not able to ward off the disease touching one of the three parts
of the body's function.

Man's body is composed of three important fae•

tors, the mental, physical and spiritual .
grow together.

Each part of his body must

However, the sad case is that so many people develop

the mental and physical and omit the spiritual development.

They live

an off-centered life and this enables them to fall under the attach of
any disease· that cannot be grasped spiritually.

It. is with this thought

in mind that the abnormal diseases were considered.
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Misconceptions
It is probably evident that many have f eared mental illness
personally or in the family.
history has revealed the same.
suoh illnesses.

This is not a recent attitude. for
Many live under the apprehension of

Until the recent scientific study of abnormal diseaee .

history has revealed that people were demon possessed.

However,

scientific study, with modern treatment and understanding, has erased
many misconceptions held by people.

Some misconceptions 'Which are

still held today are:
1. The possibility of becoming mentally
ill is quite connn.on and has produced needle ss
unhappiness, depression, anxiety, restlessness.
and loss of appetite .
2. The belief that mental illness is a
disgrace . People are reluctant to see a
psychiatrist but will go to any other medical
specialist•
3. The false conceptions held, that the
inmates are a weird lot who spend time cutting
out paper dolls, hitting their heads against
the wall, ranting or raving. The majority are
aware of their illness and talk about it the
same way we would talk about ~r physical
ailments.
~.
That mental illness is a hereditary
trait. Most peopl e have mental illne ss and do
not want to pass it on to the next generation.
Here ditary plays an important part but not too
important. Where insanity is in the family, those
that inherit it may "inherit" through learning
not through germ plasm.

5. A belief that sex causes mental illness9
There is a lso a wide spread idea that masturbation
causes mental illness. If masturbation is uni versal and practiced it W>uld destroy the whole race .
In the last few years the relation between sexual
activity and abnormal behavior has been given a
different interpretation. Conflict and guilt
centering around sexual problems are only one

I

I
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cause of abnormal behavior. There are many
other interacting causes outside the sexual
causes 1\hich produce mental illness.

J

I

6e Mental illness is always incurable.
This is harmf'ul and hampers treatment and
impedes the social adjustment of the person.91

Being fully aware of these misconceptions,

~~

have found that

abnormal behavior is die to the organic and functional disorders.

It

has been stated that one out of every ten persons in the nation has
so:me form of mental or emotional me..ladjustnent.

Almost e.s many people

are admitted to the mental institution.s each year as are graduated
from our colle ges.92
Considering the cause of mental disorders. two important factors
were noted; first, the physical substructure, and second, the emotional
or psychic componont •
The first concerns the brain and all other
bodily structures necessary for mental functioning. A poorly developed or pi.rtially destroyed
or diseased bra in makes normal mental activity
impossible. The same holds true when internal
secretary glands are missing or impaired. A
child in whom at birth certain of these glands
are absent, is not only physieally but also mentally
abnormal. But so, too, changes in the activity
of these glands, upsetting their inter-rolated
bale.nee, leads to mental and emotional instability.
Such changes probably account for the many cases
of mental disturbance s at puberty (13-18) or at
the climateric (change of life 45-55). It is
during these two spans, respectively, that the
sex glands W"!ich belong to the internal secretary
class, begin and their specific functions.93
It is important to note that the cause of mental disturbances of
all types is to be found in abnonM,\l physical conditions due to
defective body de-velopment or destructive factors during sane part of
life.

Mental disturbances are found only i n the life of the higher

organism where Some. or Psyche , body or soul, Qre found.

In the strict

sense of the wrd, insanity is not found in the l ower anime.ls .

\

l
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Insanity is rarely found in children under the age of thirteen.
In other words, as one author puts it, "It demands a certain amount
of intelligence to becom! insane" 094:
Psychosis
Dr. Jacob D. Mulder stated the origin of functional psychosig
when he said
• • •the mind has its problems for which it
tries to find a solution, unsuccessfully, it
stirs up an emotional reaction of greater
intensity than the physical structure or soma
can bear, 9.Ild the result is a disassociation
or blocking, either complete or partial, in
the amazingly intricate nervous system. In the
milder forms no penn.anent distruction results,
slowly normal relations are re-established.
But in the more severe forms, a vicious circle
is evidently created, ever aggrevating the injure
to the soma or physical sub-stratum.95
Many other factors could be spoken of, however, it has been
the mind of the author to deal with the types of functional and
organic psychosis.

Mental illness is said to be organic in nature.

Functional psychosis are those illnesses that have no direct bearing
on the brain but are presumably based on reaction to psychological
stress• Whether organic or psychological factors play the dominant
role in mental illness, it must be always remembered that reactions
to stress are holistic in nature.
In functional psychosis, that mental disorder that is due to

psychological factors, the patient shows a severe personality decomposition and a marked distortion and a lose of contact with reality.

He

is unable to work with others of society, he becomes terribly upset
and is unstable in all his ways, end usually is hospitalized.
of these people have been called insane, but they are note

Many

According
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to the pamphlet, The

~'

printed by the John Hancock Insurance Co.,

• • .insanity is a legal term - not medical.
It is defined by the laws of the different
states in various ways. In some states
insanity is considered to be the inability
to distinguish right from wrong, other states
use the term to indicate a lack of composure
to handle one's own affairs.96
It has been seen that those seriously affected mentally are not
insane but are unable to adequately meet the demands of society.

The

author has observed that mentally ill people oan at times react normally
blt shortly they want to seclude themselves.
reaction do not last long.

These periods of normal

It is at this point that we must try to

help them and give encouragement, understanding, and love.
Dr. Colemen, who has me.de an exhaustive research on abnormal
disease and a profe ssor at the University of California at Los Angeles,
reports that many facts and figures have been compiled concerning the
psychotic disorders.

They may be listed as; age, with the approximate

age of first admission at 46; sex, males out numbering the female . group
among the admission to the mental hospitals in about a ratio of 4 to 3;
inte lligence, mental illness i s not respecter of persons here; psychotic
disorders are found among geniuses as well as the mentally deficient;
marriage, married persons are less susceptible than the widowed, single,
or divorced people but marriage is not necessarily a factor preventing
mental illness; occupation, found among all groups; urban-rural,
comparably more from the rural than urban; and racial group differences,
psychotics are found among all races and social groups.97
Functional Psychosis
Although the

~.inister

has not been educated in the psychological

department of the college or university, and seminar training has not
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provided advanced courses in psychology, he would be better educated

!

i

if he understood the abnormal reaction of his parishioners.

Some

ministers are not aware of these abnormal diseases, functions, end
symptoms, end are e.t a great loss assisting those who are mentally
sick.

The author has spoken with medical doctors who have stated that

such illness is out of their normal practice and suggest a psychiatrist.
It was the purpose of the author to advance the functional diseases,
their symptoms, and their therapy.

The se functional diseases are due

to psychological disturbance rather than organic functions , 'Which have
been discussed.
Functiona l psychosis are divided into three main

division~

1. Schizophrenic disorders, a group of psychotic in \<hich there is a
strong tendency to retreat f'rom reality, with emotional

11

and disharmony andmarked disturbances in thought process .
hallucinations and sterotypes are common.

gluntings"
Delusions #

There are six sub-groups

included under schizophrenic disorders; latent, simple, heberphrenic
type, catatonic type, paranoid type, and unclassifiedJ 2.

Paranoid

disorders, in which the patient (a) has delusions usually for persecution and for grandeurs, but maintains in other respects a relatively
intact personality structure, or (b) manifests a transient paranoid
state with delusions and hallucinations but without the bizarre deterioration of paranoid schizophrenics; 3.
implies, these disorders involve

Affected disorders, as the name

extren~

fluctuations in mood, together

with related disturbances in thought and behavior.

They are three

major sub groupings here, manic depressive reaction, psychotic depressive
reaction and involutional melancholia.98
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In the organic and functional psychosis there are two systems
found in both di aorders, delusions, and hallucinations.

Delusions are

false beliefs which the person defends vigorously despite logical
absurdity or proof to the contrary.

They may be delusions of sin and

guilt; hypochandriacal, relating to various horrible diseased conditions;
"rotting away" delusions, realistic delusions, a belief that nothing
exists; delusions of persecution, mistreatment, plotted against; delusions of reference, talk or refer about him; delusions of influence,
enemies influencing him; delusions of grandeur, some great person,
even Jesus Christ.99
Hallucinations have been termed "sense-impressions without
physical stimulus" .1oo He may hear voices oonnnending or criticizing
. him on his actions, God speaking, sho\Ying, confering some power on
him to benefit society.

In some cases the voices may come from specific

persons, God or relatives, or in other cases, the voices may come from
a localized object or from all around the room.
Schizophrenic Disorders
The term schizophrenia or demetia praecox is used to describe
mentally ill persons suffering from a splitting of the emotional,
thought, and motor prooesses.
"a split personality11 e

The more common term may be said to be

It was a Belgian psychiatrist who termed it

first as demenoe precoce meaning a mental deterioration at an early
age, however, Kraepelin discovered that adults have also been disturbed
and the term was obsolete for both age classifications.

A Swiss psychia-

trist, Beuler, introduced a more descriptive term for this disorder .
He called it schizophrenia and the term is interchanged with the

I
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psychiatric term dementia praeeox.

Although the symptoms ere legion

and vary greatly from one individual to another, patients have in common
an apathy or indifference to the events of reality and a splitting of
thougp.t from its normal affect.
Schizophrenia is the J11ost common of the psychotic disorders and
about 18 percent of all the first admissions and 30 pereent of the
readmissions are schizophrenic persons.
is 30 and the women 34:.

The average age for the men

Hospitalization is a long process, end they

tend to accumulate in the hospital, usually constituting one half of
the patient population.
Four types have been noted in this chapter, they are; simple,
hebephrenic, catatonic and paranoid.
1. Simple Schizophrenic Reaction.

In the simple schizophrenic,

Dr. Beanstock at the Veterans Hospital in Roseburg, Oregon, stated
that the lllljority of persons affected were hobos, prostitutes, and
other persons of low mental caliber who were perfectly satisfied with
their existence.101

other evidences of a schizophrenic reaction are

gradual narrov.ring of interest, loss of assertion, withdrawal from
society, careless and indifferent about school, business and family.
His appearance and hygiene are neglected, he has no interest in the
opposite sex, is ireesponsive and indifferento

He is negative in

behavior a.nd suggestions from the family are meaningless.102
2. Hebephrenic Reaction.

The reaction of this schizophrenia

usually occurs at an early age and represents a more severe type of
disintegration.

He becomes queer and over scrupulous about trivial

things and preoecupied over religious and philosophical issues.
gradually give up the social contacts.

He may

As the disorder advances he may

'\
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beoome silly, laugh, ll'IUmble, childish in speech and have no reason
and ansvrer unsatisfactorily.

Devilish hallucinations, as well as

religious and sexual delusions, are fantastic.

Obscene behavior,

an absence of modesty, and no sense of shame are characteristic.
Outbursts of anger and temper tantrums may occur in oonnection with the
fantastic life.

The overall picture of the hebephrenic reactions is

that of a young person who has returned from the stress of life by
regressing to a silly, childish level of behavior and by withdrawing
into a world of fe.ntasy.103
3. Catatonic Reaction.

Reactions develop suddenly but there has

been a gradual withdrawal from reality and some degree of emotional
apathy.

The patient may stand or sit in one position for hours until

that member of the body has turned blue and swollen because of inrrnobility. Dr.

Bee.nstoc~

has made the observation that the patient will

will be negative to any change of position and is very imm.ovable.104
He pays no attention to bowel and bladder control and saliva frequently
drools from the mouth.
skin waxy in appearance.

The patient's face may be come shallow, the
He has to be dressed, washed, and fed.

His

memory will be keen and will be able to tell all the activities of the
day.

Without any warning, excitement amy break forth, and he will walk,

run,shout, perform open sexual activity, mutilate his own body a.nd
those about him if possible.

Regardless of the actions of catatonics,

the progress for this type is more favorable than any other type.105
4.

Paranoid Reaction - usually this type of schizophrenia touches

the young adult age of 25-40.

There is a failure in socialization and

progressive emotional differences to real life events.

He becomes

suspicious of relatives and workers, and may complain of being watched.

I
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All this leads him to believe· that he is somebody.

Consequently he

thinks he is some great person like Napoleon, Ceasar, Washington, and
even Jesus Christ.

These delusions of grandeur will cause him to hear

voices of his enemies, hear God speak or others who have been
with the notable personality.

~cquainted

He may become violent or dangerous, and

attempt violence on the one persecuting him.106
Therapy
With these new theories on therapy, electro or insulin shock, most
oases are more

~avorable.

Insulin therapy has proven most helpful in

bringing recovery to about 40 to 60 percent of all cases.

The use of

electro and insulin shook together has proven more effective than
insulin alone.

One half of the schizophrenics, who have had benefits

of the modern hospital within a year of their appearance, respond
successfully to treatment and are finding their place in the family
and con:ununity.107
Dr. Colemen gives us a brief outline of 'insulin therapy.
On the morning of the first treatment, the

patient is awakened early and a dosage of 20
units of insulin is given intraumscularly. The
dosage is then doubled each day thereaf'ter until
a dose is reached that will induce a comatose
state or until the dosage reaches 1000 units.
If at this point there are no signs of clinical
reaction, the dos age is alternated from high to
law on cQlsecutive days which is usually effective
in overcoming the Patient 1 s insuling resistance
and inducing stupor. Once a comatose state has
been reached the patient is usually sensitized
to insulin and needs nmch smaller doses for the
duration of the treatment. The patient is said
to be in a comatose state when he no longer gives
evidence of recognizing stimuli applied to him,
such as speech, a pinprick or a motion to touch
the eyeballs. The patients are maintained in this
comatose state for approximately one and one-half
hours and then the oomas is terminated by adminis-
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taring a solution of dextrose. Following the
termination, the patient is given a regular
meal supplemented by carbohydrates and vitamins. 108

!
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Insulin treatment has proven most helpf'ul to the paranoid
schizophrenics, and statistics have proven that aboilt 60-·70 percent
of the schizophrenic patients, receiving insulin shock treatment, either
recover or show marked improvement.
To safe guard the patient in electro shock therapy, a rubber gag
is placed between the teeth to protect both his tongue and teeth.
is placed on an insulated bed which is relatively harde
placed to the temples or forehead.

He

Electrodes are

Then a current usually 'With the

range of 300 to 1200 milliamperes passes through the cortex for a period
of .2 to .5 seconds.
'.

The patient feels no pain since the elctrio

current travels faster than the nerve impulse.
about 30 to 60 seconds.

The convulsions last

Then there is a sudden flexing of the body

usually accompanied by a cry, followed by a tone phase in which the patiEllt
is rigid, and then a clonic phase with the appearance of generalized
convulsions with jerking contractions of the extremities.
about 30 seconds.

This lasts

The patient regains ccnsciousness in about 10-30 minutes

following the treatment and complains of a headache and general aohs and
pains.

This treatment is given about 2 or 3 times a week and after the

first or sec<nd week of treatments the patients show marked improvement .
The average number is about 10 treatments, if after 40 - 50 treatments
no improvement is seen~ a new type of treatment is neeessary.109
Two other types of treatment are given, one is psycho surgery and
the other is group psychotherapy.
Lobotomy"•

The surgery is cal led the "Frontal

It is an operation involving the severing of the pathways in

the front lobes of the head.

Dr. Anderson, of the Veterans Hospital in
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Roseburg, Oregon, remarked that the operation can be performed easily
and yet many doctors would rather not perform it due to the severe
suffering.110

Frontal lobotomies consists of driving a sharp slender

instrument through ·· the bony part of the eye socket into the frontal
lobe of the brain.

The instrument is thens wung through an area of

30 degrees and wi thdri~wn .

Recovery from this treatment is quick and

the patient may be up wH;hin an hour, doing the same simple activities
of the day.
Group ·therapy is two or more patients sitting together with the
therapist talking over their problems.

This produces socialization,

feelings of i solation are removed, and development of inter-personal
relationships are set again in motion.

For many illnesses not too

severe, this proves to be a very helpful treatment for social readjustment . 111
Paranoid Disorders
Paranoid disorders are rare in the mental hospital, with the
women outnumbering the men 1.7 to 1.2.

The average age is 48 with

35-55 being the ages waen cases appear most frequently.

The intellec-

tualy and economic level of the paranoid is superior to that of the
average patient.
The i.nranoid feels mistreated, singled out, plotted against, spied
upon, and exaggerates his feelings.

Delusions seem to gather around

financial matters, e. job, inventions, and other life jobs.

They feel

superior and prominent, have expansive ideas, such as, frequent letters
to assist the president on :financial affairs; founders of new religious
groups.

Hallucinations very rarely occur in the

~ranoid

state.

The
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normal way the patient presents his ideas make him most convincing.
After many yea.rs, one can find very little deteriora.tion.111

Paranoid

symptoms are usually delusions of tersecution and/or grandeur, not as
well systematized as in paranoid but without bizarre fragmentations and
deterioration of the paranoid schizophrenic.

Hallucinations are very

common in this st ate •
The therapy and prognosis for paranoid disorders is a long ranged
program.

Because of inadequate facilities, hospitalization sometimes

proves to be a punishment rather than a treatment.

Patients are apt to

regard themselves as superior to the doctor and other patients, and will
refuse cooper at ion in the treatment•
Affective Disorders
Three types of disorders are mentioned; manic depressive,
depressive reactions, and involutional melancholia.
Manic Depressive psychosis usually affect those about 40 years of
age but the range may include 20-55 years.
3-2, with the women showing the higher rate.
emotional mood of the patient .
day he may be

11

The sex ration is about
This disease colors the

He maybe high or low in spirits.

One

up" in spirit and other days all goes the opposite

direotion, this attitude may last for days and months.

Dr. Beanstock

emphasized that the patient in good spirits has a good outlook and is
planning great things, but in the opposite mood he may inflict punishment
on himseif or attempt suicide.112

Hallucination of grandeurs when

excited and hallucination of depression are produced during these moods.
Arter a certain time the patient may feel better and show signs of
recovery, but Dr. Beanstock warns that relaxing of our guard will produce
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disaster.

Attacks will come again and they have been known to last

thirty-six months.113
Depressive Reactions are inward reactions of unworthiness, failure, sinfulness and dejections, loss of interest in oneself, and sluggish.

In plain words, the patient likes to sit alone, contemplating

his sin and sees no hope for the future.

In these reactions, the pa-

tient tends towards isolation, guilt and unworthiness.

He feels the

unpardonable sin has been committed, and his sin will bring disaster
upon all.

He may make attempts at suicide.

The illlmediate aim in therapy is to reduce the overactivity of the
patient but skillful handling is required.

Where manic depressive

causes are most serious, electro shock is the treatment used and the
patient again assumes a normal existence.
used in these cases.

Other forms of therapy are

Proper medical and nursing care will produce re-

covery.
Involutional Melancholia.

This form of mental deficiency

usually attacks people later in life, usually considered to be from
forty to fifty-five in women and fifty to sixty-five in men.

In-

volutional patients constitute about four per .cent of the first admissions.

Involutional reactions usually occur about three times as

frequently among women as men.

The initial symptoms are seen to be

excessive worry about minor matters, restlessness, spells of weeping,
continual feelings of guilt, utter despair, hopelessness, and extreme usefulness.

Outward

re~ctions

include crying, pulling the hair,

rolling on the floor, mopping the brow, pacing the floor, falling on
one's knees, forgetting cooking procedures, and leaving things to
burn on the stove.

Feeling of unreality develops and the patient

feels he is living in a shadowy world and nothing really exists.
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Electro shock has proved to be highly effective when the illness has not been too severe and not extended over a duration of

I

three years.

Psychotherapy is a help to those persons afflicted

and assists them in regaining self-confidence and adequacy.

It has

been reported that as high as ninety per cent of involutional patients recover or show marked improvement from four to six weeks
through a combination electro shock and psychotherapy.
Organic Disorders
There are a number of illnesses and other organic conditions
which affect the nervous system and produce mental and behavior
disturbances.

The most central part of the human body is the brain

from which all response is made.

All function stems from the brain

and the outward and inner compassions and compulsions are due to its
ability to grasp, respond or cast off suggestions, acts or thoughts.
However, when injury comes to the brain 1 the sensibility 1 coherence 1
and function is impaired and so also is the nervous system.

The

severity of these symptoms will, of course, depend upon the nature
and extent of the brain damage but they will typically include:
1. Impairment of intellectual function
affecting comprehension 1 memory 1 ability or instability to concentrate.
2. Emotional lability or instability with
general emotional oversensibility and arousal of
laughter or tears with minor provocation.
3. Deterioration in conduct and behavior
standards, with carelessness in personal appearance, loss of interest in family and occupation
and lowering of moral controls.
4. Sensory motor disturbances which may
include aphasis, paralyses, incoordination and
many other neurological manifestations.114
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About half of the admissions to the mental hospital are psychoses
and other disorders due to damage to the nervous system.

I

of each disorder differs and so also do the symptoms.

The cause

Attention was

given also to disorders associated with infectious disease, brain
tumors, head injuries, epilepsy, alcoholism, and drug addiction.
Infectious Disease
Mental diseases in connection with the brain are carried from
bacteria or viruses.

The micro-organisms invade the brain and dam-

age or destroy nerve tissues.

The diseases of the brain are gener-

al paresis, juvenile paresis, cerebral syphilis, epidemic encephalitis, and epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis.
General Paresis.

This is a mental disorder caused by damage

to the brain tissue resulting from the progressive infiltration of
destructive spirochetes of syphilis.

This disease constitutes
about
'

forty per cent of the first admissions to mental hospitals .

Syphilis

is an infectious disease that takes an untold number of human lives
and happiness, and if not properly treated, it will soon disable the
person and cause death.

The little spirochete of syphilis may gain

entrance into the body through minute breaks in the skin, through the
membrane linings of the mouth or genital tract.
in and the spirochete be gins his damage.
were merely mentioned:

Infection soon sets

The four stages of syphilis

first, hard chancre stage; second~ coppe r

colored rash; third, latent period, the spirochete attacking some
part of the body; and fourth, accumulated dama ge produced during the
latent period. 115
The reaction of such paresis is laziness, carelessness, tremor
of lips, pupils irregular in size, faulty diction, and poor motor
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coordination.

Three clinical types are types are expansive, de-

pressed, and demented.
Juvenile Paresis.

Juvenile paresis results from a damaged brain

by the inroad of the spirochete of syphilis occuring in childhood or
adolescence.

The symptoms are the same as those in general paresis

involving slow deterioration of the brain, impaired judgment, memory
and comprehension.

Stealings, fightings, and emotional disturbances

may occur.116
Cerebral Syphilis.

This differs from general paresis in that the

syphilitic damage centers around the body centers, the blood vessels,
and meninges of the brain rather than in the neural tissues proper.
The symptoms show an earlier sign to those of general paresis within
two or three years.

Early symptoms include persistent headaches,

dizziness, and blurring vision.
Treatment is more favorable that general paresis because the
blood vessels and meninges have some power of regeneration once the
spirochete has been killed.

Damage to the gray matter of the nerv-

ous system is permanent.117
Epidemic Encenhalitis.

This disease is an inflammation of the

brain caused by a filterable virus and in the acute sta ge the patient seems to be sleeping all the time and this has been called
sleeping sickness.
nourishment.

The patient sleeps constantly but awakens for

In adults the after affects cause twitches of arms,

legs, hands, face, and various pupillary and ocular disturbances.
The effect on children produces restlessness, impudence and a loss
of self control. 1 18
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Epidemic Cerebrospinal Meningitis.

Dr. Coleman states:

The disease is caused by a micro-organism
which attacks and causes an inflammation of the
meninges, or membranes covering the brain cortex.
As in the case of encephalitis, the infectious
process may give rise to a variety of physical
and psychological symptoms, among the more common
affects in adults are undue fatigue, impaired
appetite and sleep.119
Brain Tumors
Between the ages of forty and fifty, the brain tumors usually
occur in adults.

A tumor is a new growth involving an enlargement

of body tissue; a malignant tumor destroys bodily tissue.

others

are not destructive except by reason of the pressure they give.

The

brain tumor may be localized and cause disturbances of motor function due particularly to brain damage.

Early symptoms may produce

depression, poor attention, and a tendency to apathy and lethargy.
For the most successful treatment, surgery is recommended.
Head Injury
Head injuries are frequent occurrences in life and may be due
to a fall, auto accident, or some other type of injury.

Not all

persons injured are subject to mental disturbances but such an injury can leave many handicaps to the individual.

Cerebral concussion

produces a momentary loss of consciousness and, following treatment,
a severe headache remains.
hit to the head.

Cerebral contusion is due to a violent

It is the shifting of the brain which is normally

in a fixed position in the skull to the opposite side.
ing of the brain has been termed "a displaced brain."

This shiftCerebral lacera-

tion is an actual rupture or tearing of the brain tissue due to skull
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fractures, injury by bullets and severe contusions.

The results of

I

J

such an injury are headaches, extreme sensitivity, actual illness,
fever and perspiring and a slow or rapid pulse.

In severe injury, the

person lies in a coma, all consciousness is bl otted out, pu lse , temperature and blood pressure a.re affected.
Psychie.tr ic treatment i s not as important a s medical attention
is followin g a head injur y .
pres su r e.

An

There must be some method to relieve the

air of confidence and assurance is the most important

treatment and is considered mor e beneficial of the eventful outcome
of head injuries.120
Epilepsy
The history of epilepsy goes back into ancient times and the word
ori ginates from the Greek .
upon .

The term means falling upon or being seized

The sudden fall of an apparently normal person has caused much

interest .
bad spirit.

The disease has been described as possession of a good or
Medical science has tried to analyze the disease , but

the cause is still not determined . · Epilepsy Major (Grand Mal) may
be preceeded for hours or days by slowly increasing restlessness,
exci:t;ement, depression or confusion; or originate suddenly in a normal individual .

Sudden muscular contraction takes place , the eyes

see flashes of light, the ears hear voices, the patient drops to the
ground and :may be severely injured .

The body muscles are rigid, the

throat tenses vdth shrieks or guttural sounds , t he bladder often empties , and the mouth clamps shut , and the victim may bite his tongue .
The face is screwed out of shape , there is a jerking sensation over
the whole body, and the body slowly begins to relax .

In about five

or ten minutes the patient awakes unaware of what had happened.

I
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Rest, sleep, moderate diet and undue stress or strain is impor-

I

tant in treatment of epilepsy.

During such attacks, protection and

concern is all one is able to offer.
The Aged
As was previously stated mental disease is no respecter of persons, class or age.
and young adults.

Many of the diseases mentioned come upon youth,
Between the age of fifty to seventy or eighty, two

mental diseases come upon the older generation:

arteriosclerosis and

senile psychosis.
Arteriosclerosis is a disease consisting of the hardening of the
arteries due to a loss of elastic element and deposition of material
which is non-elastic.

Although no definite cause is found, such ill-

ness may be caused from syphilis, alcohol, and some emotional stress.
If the larger blood vessels are affected, there is a break in their
walls or thrombus (clot) fo:nnation causing a larger part of the brain
to be thrown out of function.
stroke.

The result is partial paralysis or a

Many victims are able to re-establish themselves again,

but any part of the body may be partially or fully paralyzed.

other

persons may be afflicted and if the case is severe, death comes.
If the smaller vessels are affected, there is a slowing down
of the bodily functions:

headaches, dizziness, memory gaps or loss,

or emotional suspicion takes place.

These symptoms are followed by

antisocial relations, delusions and persecution.
Treatment is usually slow and varies greatly.

It allows ample

opportunity to recognize this abnormality and to protect the individual and society. 121
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Senile Psychoses
Senile psychoses, or a gradual changing of personality, begin
after sixty and produce many difficult family situations.

General

symptoms include a loss of memory, irritability in the home, they
get lost and cannot find their way home, are unable to recognize
friends, and forget their names, their children's names and the
events of later life.

They suffer greatly from a persecution com-

plex, they fear their neighbors, family, and often are boastful and
argumentive in society.122
Alcoholic Psychoses
Dr. Mulder stated in his book Psychiatry that the alcoholic
could be weaned from his drug and no serious symptoms follow.

In

the morphine addict sudden total removal causes serious physical
symptoms and extreme mental unrest .
The feeling which alcohol produces and its power to repress unhappy thoughts seems to be the reason why the alcoholic wants the
drug.

This does not explain all the symptoms that the alcoholic

suffers.

There is a physical factor in the chronic alcoholic, and

it is the injury to the cerebral tissues which affects the personality.

The inhibitory control is lowered, the emotions become un-

stable, and the sense of responsibility is impaired.

As the alco-

holic is weaned away from the dru g there is hope for recovery.
In the drunk period the individual is living in an overjoyed
feeling with great inducements for strength, power, and superiority.

This may not be the mood for another person who may have the

opposite feelings.

The judgment is clouded and there is trans-
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grassing of moral laws.

The motor centers become affected, and

coordination is lost.
In the chronic alcoholic the mental change is gradual and progressive.

His intelligence becomes blunted, the judgment impaired,

his moral sense is dulled, and delusions often appear.

At home he

is detestible but out in the crowd he may be a good fellow.

To

still his unquenchable thirst he will sell or pawn his clothes.
When reprimanded he will become sorry and sentimental.
case of chronic alcoholism is the delirium tremens.

An extreme

This is an

excessive use of alcohol and the serious personality breakdown ineluded hallucination, visions in motions , and the commonly called
"shakes."
Drug Addiction
This is closely termed with alcoholism, for the persons who get
st arted with one of the drugs usually goes the full way and becomes
a drug addict.

Some of the drugs used are opium, mari j uana, and

patent medicines.

General symptoms for marijuana and opium are as

those of alcoholism, feeling of well-being, and a state of joy and
happiness , then a state of depression which may lead to the conuniting of dangerous acts. 12 ~
Summary
This chapter has dealt with the study of man , spiritually and
psycholo gically.

Spiritually, man is far from original righteous-

ness, his sin has caused_his depravity.

Away from God, man desires

his own w.ishes e.nd must pay the eternal consequence of his dis obedience.

l
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Psychologically, man is made up of elements, minerals, and compounds.

He possesses habits, instincts, emotions, drives and a

nervous system.

As an individual personality he may possess some

qualities of character than another person may not possess .

Man may

be subject to various abnormal tendencies due to an improper adjustment in this world.

When he is properly adjusted, he is adequate to

meet the problems confronting him.

When he is not properly adjusted,

there is revealed a deficiency in his make-up .

The inability to meet

these adjustments has shown an abnormal trait.

Various disorders,

functional and organic, were discussed as to their symptoms, therapy
and treatment.
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CHJl,.PTER IV

THE MINISTER'S AWARENESS OF HIS RESPONSIBILITY
Introduction
The minister he.s many r<:is ponsi'bilitiea with all types of people!I

Child:ren, youth, young adults and adults are looking to him for leader•
shipo

Many of these people are happy and enjoy life, vmile others are

possessed with inner feelings of doubt and

The minister must work

fe ar~

with both groups but the letter group _demands special at·tention.

people are emotionally end mentally upset.

These

The minister must counsel

with them and help them become established in the home, church and comHis awareness of his responsibility will greatly benefit him

munity.

for effective service to the disturbed people.
The Minister's Duties
In recent years there has been much said about the clergy having
only one duty,

w~inly

the preaching of the word of God.

Even the Apostle

Paul felt divinely ca lled when he said, "Woe unto me i f I preach not the
gospel" (I . Corinthians 9::16) .,.

From the time of Christ to the present

moment, the clergy has had this important task.

The chief object in the

coming of Jesus was that he might preach the gospelsl 25

If one were to

trace the ministry of the word to the present time , one would see that
the New Testament is, &.nd a lways will be, our best text beok on preaohingo

Scripture preaches
11

~d

teaches the Kingdom of Goda

One me.y call this

the gospel of good news; " "the word;·"· "the good tidings of the Kingdom of

God." 126

I
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This is by far the basic ministry of the clergy.
However, there have been many other duties which have crowded in

J
I

upon the minister which have enlarged his duties for the benefits of me.nkind.

We cannot avoid the real issue that Jesus was called to help and

save people.

He came to save them from the inner conflict, the unsatis-

fied feelings within, the sin that turned them away.
We know from rev·elation that man, in the beginning ~~s given something more than his natural
powers, more than his natural status as a rational
animale God created him, I firmly believe• because
he wanted a creatur e who could obey him of his own
free choioeo All other creatures obey the laws that
God made for them--the law of gravity, chemistry,
physics, vegetation, animal life e.nd so on. They all
obey them; they can't do anything else. Man can because, in order, to make a creature 'Who could freel~
obey him, God had to give that creature the power to
dis obey him. And, in the very beginning ni..e.n exer•
cised that power-·he disobeyed God. Why~ The scripture tells us that Adam and ETe disobeyed God beoause
the serpent came in. The serpent from time memorial,
has been the symbol of wisdom. So the wise man~ pretending to be wise, disguised as a serpent, tempted
our first parents, saying~ n1r you eat the fruit, you
wi 11 be as gods, "--you wi 11 be your own boss • And
so they did and they thereby fell from their elevated
state of grace vdth a wounded nature, e.n injured
intellect and a weakened willc127
The clergy ha s the saire important responsibility to save or instruct
people in the way of salvation, but also must assist them with the inner
conflicts which disturb, distroy, and defeat them.
11

As John Oman stated,

! minister must be a life understander, before he can be a life changer. 11 128

With the previous statement showing the inner need_ of man, the minister today
is faced with the tremendous challenge of meeting the inner conflicts 8Ild

f r ustrations of an advancing civilization.
Dr. Russell L. Dicks has stated

t

Now we ~re slowly awakening to our task but many
of our ministers struggle against the makening. Modern

\I
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psychology strikes a responsive note in the minds
of some who are willing to settle down to hard
work and study, and to subject the results of their
work to examination . All too o~en this field has
been left to sentiment~li sts who neither knew nor
admitted they ever failed. We recognize that Gad
limits himself to the limitations of those who
serve him.129
The Awakening

This awakening must come through a study of man's needse
tar lllllst always be on the lookout for the unstable person.

The minis•

The observant

pastor is one 'Who studies studiously, prays prayerfully, and works willingly to help the disturbed soul out of the mire of dread, doubt and despair.
It is the funotion of the minister to observe
the incipient signs of mental disorder. His responsj.bility is not to analyze the illness but to refer
the patient to a oompetertt psychiatrist. During the
period of hospitalization, the minister may be helpful in interpreting the illness to the family. Arter
the patient returns to the community, he may assist
him in getting employment and in adjusting himself
to the rugged realities of his environment.130
It has been this new and important ministry for which the minister
must prepare•
Nearly every pastor is faced with counseling
situations comparable to those listed in the radio
series, will fee l himself inadequate. To be a helpful interpr eter, to both the harassed individual and
to the members of his femily, is perhaps the m.inister 1 s toughest assignment.131
The Minister' s Awareness of People 's Needs
It has been observed that the minister sees people coming because
they feel he ce.n and does effer a sympathetic ear to their problem.

The

minister's door must be open to all burdened persons who wish to see hime
His mind must be open to all their problems end he must not appear shocked

. ~ ..
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or indifferent.

His first task is to understand them.

The minister is

increasingly aware that his approach to people is most effec"bive vmen

J

-t;here is a. synthesis of psychological insight and the objective is religious truth.1 32

People constantly seek the

m.iniste~

who will listen to

their problems, take time to counsel, and assure them his utmost confidence.
William Sadler makes this statement.:
For these ills medicine and surgery have little
value, going to the seashore or to the mountains for
rest will not avail, when the sick person carries his
burden, conflicts, anxieties, fears, hates and guilt
along in his soul. It is not--expected that a physician or surgeon or psychiatrist will deal with the
patient on definitely religious lines. They need a
"physician of the soul." Medical men are not trained
for such work; if they do assure anxious, fearrul souls
suffering from guilt, of the love and goodness of the
power of God, it will not be as medical men but because
they have religion in their own hearts and speak as man
to man. This is truly a work for the clergy and
religious workers; they should prepare for it; and
people should go to them for help as "physicians of
the soul"• Psyehiatrists are encroaching on the sphere
of religious counselors if they pre-empt this part of
the minis"bry of the siek. This is the place for what
Weatherhead cal ls "psycho-religious healing;" it is
religious therapy _in accord with scientific psychological technique . The religious worker properly leaves
physical symptoms to the medical profession but he
does have a concer n with the spiritual disharmony of
the sick personc Psycho-religious healing brings the
troubled soul into harmony with self, with fellowmen.~
and with God, thus ending the conflicts and disorders
of body and sou1 .133
It is at this point where the ministers have been able to help
people actually find i:he religious need for their souls .

Dr. Joshua

Liebman in his book, Psyo~-~~Y: and Religion·, observed t
Actually men and women are hungering for a profound faith that will give them a sense of relatedness
to the Divine Power at work in the world, a faith that
will understand that if one human being is oppressed,
then the whole 'building of mankind is insecure, they
are hungering for a religion that is univ~rs a l in its
outlook, wanting every human being to have . his house
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on the good earth, a shelter from the winds and the
storms of nature and human nature, with the windows
of that house always open in love to the entire world,
a religion that is so ma~-nificently realistic that it
demands that each person shall love his fellow hUil18ll
beings, his brother with all his defects, just as he
loves himself' with his own defects, a religion that
will teach all of us before it is too late that we are
placed here on earth as equally valuable children of
the Divine Kingol34:
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The minister will desire to have an understanding of the psychological make-up of the individual.

It will be the place of the minis-

ter to study the inhibitions and repressions, the driTes , urges and
motiTes and be fairly well qualified to make proper sugge stions when
asked.

It was Dr. John Sutherland Bonnell, of the Fifth Avenue Presby•

terian Church of New York Clty, who stated i
The wi se spiritual counselor, while gladly
utilizing all the constructive techniques and insights of psychiatry, wi ll be careful never to
recommend a parishioner to a consulting psychiatrist,
psychologist, or psychoanalyst who is inimical to
religion and unaware of the impressive resources it
makes available for the building of r e liant , healthyminded personalities.135
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CHAPTER V
THE RELATIONSHIP BETVIBEN THE MThTISTER .AND 1'HE PSYCHIATRIST
Introduction
Having seen the need for this ministry and the many people who
'

are in need of such psychiatric care, with conflicts, fears, frustrations,
dread anxieties and various other mental disturbances, and the minister•a
awareness of his responsibility, the relationship between the minister
and the psychiatrist was discussed in this chapter.
Though psychia try is not a very old study in the field of medicine, it i s ahead of the ministerial field when it comes to understanding
the human be ing.

No longer ha s the medical profession dealt with the physi-

cal feature s and organs of the body a lone, but it has become aware of the
mental disturbances which bring sorrow and conflict to the harassed soul.
The mind of man is an intricate piece of equipment that propels the
human frame, quickens the intellect and controls the will, and the medical profession has only scratched the surface.

Constant research, chemi-

cal analysis, and biological experiments have helped the medical profession in its advancement on the physical side.

But in recent years

the clergy has found its place along side the medical doctor studying
the mental make-up of the individual.

It has been through bitter ex-

periences and tragedies that the clergy and their colleagues (the psychiatrists) have learned that each assists or renders support to the
other's profession.
It was through such a tragedy that a group of ministers and
psychiatrists, meeting at the .1roundation Headquarters of the .American

l
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.!foundation of Religion and Psychiatry, organized in the city of New York,
1951, found they could work side by side.

I

This founda t ion was directed

by such distinguished representatives of both professions as:

c.

Dr. William

Menninger, head of the Menninger .l!'ounda t ion for psychiatric treatment

and research at Topeka, Kansas; Dr. Samuel Mcurea Uavert, general secretary of the National Council of Churches; and Dr. Simley Blanton, an
eminent psychiatrist .

Working with him on the staff were five other

psychiatrists, six clergymen, and a psychologist.
foundation is dual in nature:

The function of this

first, in the training of clergymen of

all denominations with visiting doctors, clergymen, and psychiatrists
by means of lectures , seminars and personal counseling; second, the
foundation also runs a religo-psychiatric clinie--free or a t a nominal
cost-- to emotiona l ly upset men or women regardless of church affiliations.

Previous to the foundation: organization , it was Dr. Norman Vincent

Peale, pastor of the Marble Collegiate Church of New York, and Dr. Blanton
who opened a free clinic in the parlor of the church in 1937el36

To

carry on this vast clinic the Marble Collegiate Church contributes twenty
thousand dollars a year to the foundation for f i nancial support.

The

Milbank Memorial .l!'Und and many individuals also gJadly help with this
tremendous mental program.

The demand for training became so great that

the foundation now occupies a separate building for the training of
clergymen and social workers in these techniques.
Areas of Mutual Endeavor

As the program advanced, the clergy became more welcome than they
once were.

When Dr. Karl Menninger was asked to set up a training pro-

gram at the Winter's veterans Administra tion Hospital, he requested that
the clergy be invited to work side by side with the psychiatrist. 137

It
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is important to note that as the minister and psychiatrist do train close
together, one has observed that their work is in close proximity, technically speaking.

tteligion and psychiatry meet in the clinic, which may

be a hospital, prison, case-work agency, out-patient service, or something else.138

It is here that the institution, though under direction

of professional groups other than the ordained representatives of a religious orgenization, has fully accepted the assistance of the clergy. 139
The field of psychiatry has recognized the capacity of the clergy to
help people in a psychotherapeutic sense. 140
Religion and psy·chia try also meet, in the second place, in those
pretherapeutic activities called education for mental health and for
peace of mind.
book, Peace

The tremendous national response to Joshua Liebman's

of~'

has demonstrated that people feel the closeness of

religion and psychiatry.

It was Fulton Oursler who said in the Or egon

Journal:
There is nothing new in the hunger of people for
faith. New schools of writers, editors, reviewers may
cram the public mind with disillusion, but their logic
can never help the heart-ache and loneliness of their
customers. Something deep within warns them that despair is flummery and flap-doodle.
That is why I am not overwhelmed with astonishment because many books by devoutly religion men appear
on today's literary hit parade. From the tawdriest
twenties through the most frightened forties, it could
have been so. In the summer of 1934 I published in a
weekly magazine Mary Pickford's story, ''Why Not Try
God?"-, and before three days on the newsstands an edi· tion of nearly three million copies were sold out.
The wide reception given to such books as Dr.
Norman Vincent Peale's "The Power of Positive Thinking," Father James Keller's ttJust for Today," Monsignor
Sheen's "Peace of Soul," and "A Man Called Peter,"
about the late Rev. Dr. Peter Marshall, is merely a
continuation of an interest thHt has neve:r waned and
never will. 141
As the church is 10oking and awakening to the fundanental need of
the children, various pre-school courses are being given, youth summer
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camps are being organized--all are a seeking method by which they can
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help the children of different age groups.

It is also true that the

pediatrician does not ignore the parent but neither does he tell the

I

parent what to do.

He must know how to change parents.

a psychiatrist for both the child and parent.142

He has become

It is the psychiatrist

who treats the parent as much as the boy, in an effort to correct the
flaws in the youngster's background. 143
The t hird place of meeting is provided by the patient or parishi oner.

Man is a two world creature, this world and the next, for he

desires this one but longs for the future.
for self and still for others.

He i s also a t the same time

He is not fully preoccupied wholly for

himself but has within the self-nature desire to seek the things for
self.

This may be contrary to tha t of his neighbors, but regardless of

that he wants the pleasures for self.

Though he is for self , yet he

cannot freely step out on anything with a shaky foundation.
free, he is bound up within with conflict and guilt.

He is not

Here is where reli-

gion must step in and assist the patient. 144
Psychiatry also ministers to the patient in relea s ing the inner
tensions.

Being bound up by four walls, the pa tient needs release and

libera tion and to have the freedom of self-expression.
As a cr eature between two worlds, man's concepi;1on
of hi s own destiny is as rea l and vital a fact of life
as is his relat edness to hims elf or to others. Until
he has found the best, and f or him the highest possible
answer t o his quest ion, by so much he is lacking in
wholeness. Neither religion nor psychiatry, alone,
could have s een the full implica tion. 'l'ogether , they
can see tha t all these types of attitudes are concomitant and discover a vital rela tionship among them. They
can also see tha t, whether help is given on relationship
to God or rela tionship to the self , if well done, it
l ays the groundwork for transference of the gains to the
other relationship. 145
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In the fourth place, psychiatry and religion has met in the church.
It has long been a fact that the psychiatrists were not wanted within the
church because so many of them opposed the religious tea ching of the
church, but such is not the case now.

It has been observed that the

psychiatrist is a very vital aid in the church program.

No one has to

renounce science just because he goes to church, and the psychiatrist is
human; must he be left out of the church?

His work may produce vital

results. · The clergymen must use them but always hold in mind his rightful relationship as a dministr ator of the church. 146
The Function of the Psychiatrist
Since one has gathered from the preceeding pages that the mini s ter an d the psychia trist meet in a clinic, the church, and with the patient himself, one has seen the importance of understanding the function
of each profession.

It has been said in speaking of the psychiatrist:

Very often the doctor is suspicious of the minister in that he is sometimes justified. The physician
may have reached the conclusion out of his experience
that the clergyman has a genius for blundering. In
one situation a physician ordered that no one except
the family see the patient, who was cr i tically ill.
The minister, however, blustered into the hospital and
demanded of the head nurse that he see the patient.
Against her protest, he stalked into the sick room.
The net result was that he both antagonized the doctor
and alienated the family. 147
.And again, the physician is also distrustful of the minister•s
approach to the patient because the minister might superimpose some
theological viewpoint upon the patient without considering the latter•s
physical or emotional state.

A good knowledge of how the physical and

religious factors interblend may save the minister many heartaches when
wanting so desperately to help .

\
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These ideas have appeared a little outmoded and childish to the
psychiatrist when he has more to do than fret over the relationship of
the minister to his patients.

One has seen the main function and activi-

ty of the psychiatrist.
One of the main functions of the psychiatrist is
to discover the inner conflicts and repressions of his
patient. Of these the patient is almost always unaware.
Once he has shown these difficulties he must be taught
to direct his energies outward rather than inward. The
discovery that analysis had an invaluable educational
function is one of Freud ts outstanding achievements. 148
This is not an easy task, for no one can truly see everything
within the soul.

It is in this connection that Stekel writes:

It appears that it is impossible even for the
most gifted person to know himself unreservedly. For
he employs his genius to destroy the germinating knowledge. Or he makes use of a mechanism which I have
designated as a "secondary repression." He disoovers
the complexes, manifests real joy in their discovery,
and then proudly believes he has mastered them , as if
recognition were mastery. 149
.Another function of the psychiatrist has been to lift the burden
of guilt from the patient.

This is what weighs heavy upon the heart.

This has been the next step after the psychiatrist has gained the confidence of the patient.

The method of lifting this burden depends upon

the psychiatrist's conception of the church, morals, and society.

Some

psychiatrists believe that all morality has been based upon the mores of.
modern civilization and may encourage the patient to deny the existence
of sin.

If so, he may imbed deeper the sense of guilt in the patient

and make the patient more miserable than before.150 The ~uthor would like
to cite a personal observation,
stantly in fear.

The patient was under guilt and con-

After the psychiatric consultation, the treatment sug-

gested was the relaxation therapy.

Following the progress of such treat-

ment, the sense of guilt was not lessened but deepened and the author and

I
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and his wife suggested another form of therapy.

In a very short time,

the patient recovered sufficiently that a discharge slip was issued.

Here

was a case where the psychiatrist did not understand the patient and could

I

not effect an irwnediate release.

Perhaps the best the non-chr i stian

psychiatrist can do is, as Stekel says, "Attempt to translate the individual sense of guilt into a universal sense." 151
Another function has been to guide the patient in a ttaining some
rationale in life.

Some of the psychiatrists have difficulty in reading

the meaning of their own existence.152

It was Otis F. Kelly who said,

"Some psychiatrists, I am sorry to say, having set themselves up to take
the place of God, undertake to teach , sometimes, immortality to their
patients." 153 When the psychiatrist comes to one of these difficulties,
it would be best to admit that they are unable to help and send t he patient to a minister.
There are a grea t many problems which are properly not the work of the psychiatrist a t all. Clergymen
should be able to solve them. Admittedly, one of the
causes of fai l ure, frustration, depressions, and so
forth, is the floundering around in the life by people
who have no final goa l at which to aim. They don•t
know their natural destiny much less their supernatural
destiny--namely , to know, l ove and serve God. They
talk about God and they don't even know what they mean. 154
Many times all the psychiatrist has done is to send the patient
out with a stronger love and faith in mankind because the doctor was
willing to listen to the unhappy person.

The patient was in need of

love and did anything to get the doctor to love him.

It was Dr. Menninger

who said:
No human being is great enough, constant enough,
omnipotent or ubiquitious enough to supply all the
love that such individuals need and it is for this
reason that religion in its positive faith-and-love
aspects furnishes such people are incalculable, immeasurable therapeutic benefits. It is doubtless
true tha t religion has been the world's psychiatrist
throughout the centuries.155
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One can see that the psychiatrist is human and subject to the same
limitation as any other human being.

However, the one who may try to

alleviate the need of another may himself be unable to fully unders tand
life and that makes it worse.

Unless the psychiatrist has a personal

knowledge of Christ as Savior, he is as the blind leading the blind.
The Function of the Minister
If the psychiatrist has misgivings concerning the mini stry and
feels the untrained clergyman may cut short physica l treatment, the
clergyman a lso feels the psychiatrist is limited in the s piritual sense
and may destroy what faith the patient already a ccept s .
On the other hand, the minister is sometimes suspicious of the medical practit i oner, especia lly the
psychia trist. He fears that the pa tient may be encouraged to sub s titute faith in the psychiatri st for
a faith in God. He fears lest the psychiatrist makes
light of religious experience , suggesting tha t it is
an indication of infantile a ccretious which should be
disc arded. He fe ar s lest the psychia trist, in his
effort to free the patient of his sex repressions,
may urge him to indulge in a promiscuous sex life. He
fears lest the psychiatrist interpret all life in terms
of ma terial ist i c and mechanistic assumptions. 156
Is there ground for such misgiving s on the part
of the pastor? In part, ye s . What the psychiatrist
believes about ultimate rea lity and the norms of behavior do get transferred to the pa tient in a l esser
or greater degree. I rec a ll a spirited di scussion a
couple a years ago at a conference of some t wenty
psychiatrists and twenty clergymen, held at the College
of Preachers, Wash ington, D. c. After con siderable
discussion and exchange of opi nions, the psychia tri st
admitted that the essential philoso phy of t he psychiatrist always gets conveyed , either directly or indirectly, to the patient. It is the realization of
t he conscious or unconscious transference of the psychiatrist' a point of view to the patient that perturbs
the minister. If the psychiatrist is avowedly materialistic in hi s outlook, and if the pa tient referred to
him by the pastor is a sin cere Christian believer, the
minister is rightfully concerned lest the religious
f a ith be undermined . 157
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What the minister has within through the supernatural revelation

)
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of God in Christ must not be withheld but brought forth to the patient.
No person comes to the clergymen to be told the same thing that an educator of any major field can say.
tual help.

They come to us for assistance, spiti-

Superfluous ramblings, jesting, and vain words do not satisfy

the disturbed heart; reality is what is sought after.
I think that a goal in life in what we, as priests,
and ministers, and rabbis, have to offer. As I know the
large body of psychiatrists, they are honestly interested
in their patients. They are honestly interested in what
religion can do for them--not so much what the clergyman
can do for the patient by becoming a social worker, or
something of that sort (all of which is very good in its
place,) but what the clergyman can give them in the
supernatural realm. 158
The Relationship of the Minister and the Psychiatrist
Since no two people think, live, or act alike, each has different
opini0ns and desires.

This has been true of the minister and the psy-

chiatrist but there is still a place of cooperation.

Although the minis-

ter has been supremely interested in the spiritual side, the psychiatrist
has shown more concern with the mental and emotional make-up of the individual.
Religion and psychiatry have much in common in addition to the use of counseling skills, the high value
they both place on the worth of the individual, their
interest in helping him to live up to his full potentialities; their awareness of the importance of the intangibles. Probably the most compelling reason for
close partnership between them, however, is mankind•s
vast need for the mental health and spiritual strength
to cope constructively with the awesome powers which
man's incentive genius has unleashed. 159
It is also felt
• • .That the relationship between the clergy and the
leaders of medical science is important is attested
by the inter-professional conferences which have been
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held in recent years. The adverse criticism of one
professional group towards the other have been helpful
and stimulating prods. Out of these professional exchanges of po ints of view has come a greater interest
in referrals. In some communities the minister makes
a practice of referring his parishioners who have mental
disturbances to a psychiatrist f or t r eatment; in turn,
the psychiatrist may refer some of his patients to the
minister for religious counseling. It is to be hoped
that these two-way referrals will increase. 160
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Both professions irregardless of the attitudes given by individual
men have revealed the need of honest, sincere cooperation.

It has been,

said, "Both the psychiatrist and the pastor are genuinely interested in
people, particularly people who are in difficulty.~161 When difficulty
arises, many of these people come to the psychiatrist of the minister
voluntarily. 162 There has be en times when the minister or the psychiatrist has heard of mentally ill people through outside conversation.
This would be more true of the minister than the psychiatrist.

The minis-

ter has been acquainted with many people who at times rnay not show mental
illness, yet under the curse of sin we do live an abnormal life without
the grace of God.

The majority do not recognize this and would say the

Christian is the abnormal one, but sin had its entrance early in the
Garden and since that time man has been living under the condemnation of
sin.

"Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the world, and death by

sin; and so death passed upon all men, for that a ll have sinned" (Romans
5:12).

And because of that, s i n

brough~

man into difficulty with the

Eternal Creator , and until the act of r epentance and regenerat ion comes
within the heart of the sinner, there will be inn er conflict, struggle,
and inward rebellion.
It is for thi s reason that the disturbed person comes to the minister to find a relief from the inner tension.

On the other hand, there
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have been many people who found that the reality of life was more than

j

they could bear.

They tried the psychiatrist and sought for the solution

of their problem and were directed by the advice and suggestions set
forth.

AS these people voluntarily come to the minister or the psychia-

trist, they come with confidence that the interview would not be betrayed.
However, there was found a difference in professional opinion but an act
ef cooperation still prevailed.
The psychiatrist's relationship to his patient is
always a professional one while the pastor's relationship to his parishioner frequently is a personal one.
Payment of fees and securing appointments and meeting
the therapist in a location devoted exclusively to
diagnosis and treatment. All serve to s trengthen the
professional role of the psychiatrist. The ab s ence of
these factors for the minister render a professional
relationship more difficult. 163
Likewise, there is considerable ignornce about
each other which could be eliminated to a large degree
through cooperation. Many clergymen have no idea
whatever· as to what the psychiatric c l inic is like,
and how a mental hospital functions. So, too, (I
suppose) there are perhaps a few psychiatrists who
have no idea as to just what a pastor does, how he
conducts a pastoral interview, or what g:ies on ins i de
a church. Closer cooperation wil l serve to strengthen
the parishioner-patient confidence in what is being
done for him, and certainly this confidei. ce is essential f or his recovery. 164
The Area of Cooperation
There have been areas of cooperation among the two professions.
Cooperation comes after a knowledge of the other's approach to the problem.

No two people use the same approach but this knowledge has pro-

duced a more successful spirit and attitude between the professions.

The

psychiatrist has been trained in this field, studied largely the personality problems, the psychological approach and development of the human
being.

The training of the minister has been largely in the field of
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must get along with the other.

Now each one has his place and one

Yet to fully assi.s t the perplexed person,

a good study o-f personality and character development is important.

This

is where the minister must be effective.
Every minister is called upon to be a counselor.
Unless he is completely insulated from human need, men
and women and youth will come to him to seek self-understanding and guidance. In the field of counseling he
may be either an expert or a bungler. The outcome is
determined by his insights and skills in meeting the
tangled human problems before him. 165
It has also been stated in the periodical Pastoral Psychology:
To be an effective minister, one must be familiar
not only with the central teachings of Christianity,
but al so with the mysterious emotional aspect of personality. Human personality is so complex that we know
it only in part; here, too, we see through a glass darkly. It is impossible for anyone to understand a single
personality in its entirety--the piston like drives
within; the tension between desire and ideal; the t ortured effort of a flesh-incased spirit to be free and
antonymous, the clash of contending attitudes resulting
in a conflict which may destroy unity of experience and
peace of mind . 166
To show how necessary it is to fully cooperate, it was Rollin J.
Fairbanks, in Pastoral Psychology, who said:
1. First of all, it has become disturbingly obvious that emotional and mental difficulties are increasing. The "load" already exceeds the skills and
numbers of both profess ions. The social repercussions
to personal predicaments are actually ominous.
2e A second f a ctor is that our relationships with
the p ~ rishioner-patient sometimes overlap. This is
particularly true of situations involving marriage,
bereavement and guilt. Furthermore, these are times
when our respective therapies need coordination.
3 e A third procedure is the matter of interpretation. Through cooperation both psychiatry and religion
can be interpreted to the parishioner-patient. Likewise, the pa tient may be interpreted to the pastor or
to the psychiatrist. Frequently when the pastor has
had a case, he has called the psychiatrist, informed
him of the dual relationship and asked how he could be
of assistance. In most cases the patient has been interpreted to the clergyman in a very helpful way without
necessarily violating the professionai or confidential
relationship.
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4. A fourth area for cooperation procedures deals
with conflicts involving values. Rel i gion in its higher
forms is a philo s ophy of values and certainly Christ ianity is such a religion. These values might be classified as moral, aesthetic, and, in lieu of a better wqrd-dedicatory. 167
Dr. Carrol Wise of Garrett Biblical Institute of Evanston, Illinois,
wrote the following reply to a letter, asking how to distinguish between
people whom a minister should r efer to a psychiatrist and those who do not
require psychiatric a ttention.

l e First, as the question implies, he needs to
know the symptoms and their meaning .
2 . Second, the minister ne eds to know the psychiatric re sources in his community both pub l ic and private,
and what kind of persons they will or will not accept
for treatment. It is frustrating to tell a person he
ne eds treatment when none is available. The minister
shou l d get a cquainted with the psychiatrists in his community and learn what kind of persons they want to have
sent t o them.
3. Third, there are certain obvious things that
can be said . The person who ha s undergone a sudden change
of personality which hampers his persona l r ela t ionships
should be referred. The person with bizarre religious
ideas, the person in a s evere or even mild depression,
the individual with i deas of grandeur or pers ecution-these shou l d be referred usually to a mental hospi tal.
4 . Fourth, the past or should be aware of all psychiatric resources in his community .
5. Fifth, the manner in which the r eferral is made
is· important. There are many considerations here; whether
the person should be referred direct l y, or whet.her the
past or should work through the f amily ; what needs to be
done be fore the r eferral is ma de in order to make it
effective; what relationship needs to be : established before the referral is made; jus t how it sho~ld be made.
Much understanding is required for effective referrals.
6 . Sixth , i f a person is a member of the par i sh ,
the minist er should maintain a pa s toral contact a fter the
referral. He may still be some help to the person a s the
pastor, though he shoul d do no coun s eling without the
knowledge and consent of the psychiatrist. He needs t o
understand what the psychia trist is trying to do and see
that his contacts do not run counter to those of the psychiatrist. At times this presents real difficulties, and
cooperation should be the rule. The welfare of the patient
is the ma jor consi deration. 168
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These areas of cooperation vary with the psychiatrist, and the
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clergymen; however, each should wholeheartedly cooperate as far as
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possible.

Each person coming to the mi nister is in need of help and

his wondrous task is to see them through the valley of doubt, discouragement, and almost to the point of death.

The minister ha s been

called to show them the King Eternal, immortal, invisible, the only
wise God.

It should be the minister•s constant desire to present the

claims of Christ in all these situations.

Little does one realize

how many people want t o come to the minister but fe el he is too busy
to be bothered with their problems of frustration.

Let us realize that

the minister has interpreted their n eeds with an underst anding and sympathetic heart.

The minister must project their eyes to the supernatural

things in life.

It wa s Otis Kelly who said:

That's the proper part for the clergyman to play
in the relationship between physician and clergyman,
and I am sure that every physician (psychiatrist or no)
is delighted to have the cooperation of the priest, or
the minister , or the rabbi. vre shou l d seek to learn
what psychiatrists have to tea ch about human beings,
but we shou l d be on guard against letting psychiatry
become a substitute f or religion, and there is a grea t
danger in tha t today. .And if the clergymen don•t get
together and save the day, soon t here will be no religion and there will be a ll psychiatry; the goa l of life
will not be God, but self-expression, the same goal that
was held out t o our first parents when the little wise
old devil came up, disguised, saying, "If you eat the
fru :'. . t, you will be as gods." 169
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CH.A.PT.ER VI

I

THE ROLE OF THE CHORCH .AND THE MINISTER

I

Introduction
The church is God's organization.

The minister is God•s servant.

This chapter has dealt with the church's and the minister•s relationship
to the mentally ill.

The church ministers to the person as the Divine

agency setting forth Christian fellowship and s.p iri tual principles basic
for life.

It is the church's responsibility to open its arms to all

people, understand them, and nurture them in spiritual values.

The

church has presented the word through the pulpit, the educational program and individual contact.
The role of the minister has been to shepherd the flock, those
that graze in green pastures and those that wander in the stubble, weeds
and rocky places.
sincerity.

His heart has flowed with love, compassion, hope and

He has a good knowledge of human behavior.

His attitude to

the sheep will encourage their coming to him for proper nourishment.
He must feed them good, stable food in easily digested amounts, especially to those who are mentally ill.

As the shepherd loves the sheep so

will the sheep love the shepherd.
The Message of the Church
No greater cal.ling can come to any man than that of preaching
the gospel of the Lord jesus Christ.

As men in the Bible have testi-

fied to this sacred calling, so do men today thank God for the high
commission.

It was jesus who said, "Peter, lovest thou me ••• • feed my

I
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sheep,n (John 21:15).

I

sheep are not all the same nor do they know the voice of the Master.
~Iany

The minister is called to do just that.

But the

of them are foreign to his voice and he must go out and beckon them

into the fold.

Where can he call them to, what place of refuge can he

have for them, except the church stand ready to help them.

It must be

the church that will offer peace and satisfaction and allow the seeker to
leave with a clean, clear consciousness that sin has been forgiven.

The

church is the group who have found this peace and invites others to come.
The church is God's divine institution in the world, directing the lost,
hungry, sin-sick and mentally disturbed to a knowledge of Jesus Ohrist
as Savior and Lord.

The church has stood for all generations a towering

bulwark against oppression, Satanic despotism, and moral decay.

She is

God's own family, members born into the kingdom through grace.
It was the church that rediscovered the importance, of the life of
man.

For nearly fifteen hundred years the church lost the spiritual and

mental vision of her need.

A new frontier was established during the

Industrial Revolution.

People began to live next to one another and with-

in face to face groups.

It was here that the church began to fully recog-

nize her place.
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person.

Individualism was reinstituted and man became a real

The church dealt with the person, his needs, goals, and outlook.
As an institution her primary purpose was to open the doors of human
hearts to God.
we will on God.

The more we center our attention on ourselves the less
Man

must center his will, affection, and all upon God.

As the ministry of the church has been the saving of souls (Acts

2:47),

it is the theraupetic value that leads one to see and find God rather
than those temporal needs.

If

The church has taught the real value of life.

we save our lives we shall lose them (Mark

8:35).
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Man must recognize that only those things in life which mean

much demand sacrifice.
holy."

"By sacrifice, we mean the action of making

To be holy is to be whole, to destroy all that is false and aban-

don our general selves to God.

This is expressed in our service in many

different ways, by the confession of sin, rites and ceremonies, but the
central and dominating theme is the same--the losing of the self to dis1
cover the true self in God. 17
It has been through this thought that we can see the real message ot the church--the proclamation of the word of God, the virgin
birth of Christ and His sinless life, His vicarious death, His resurrection and the forgiveness of sin.
There follows the declaration of God•s forgiveness in Christ. Some Protestant ministers, it is
true, have lately become so absorbed in our communal
sin and guilt, that they have ommitted to emphasize
what is so central in the Christian faith, the forgiving love of God in Christ. The absolution is of
fundamental importance for our worship. The minister
declares God's promise of redeeming love, releasing
us from the overwhelming burden of guilt, which in
company with our fellows, we have dared to bring it
into the open. To accept this work of forgiveness is
not easy. .1ror it means, we forgive ourselves as God
is willing to forgive us; and that in turn implies
that we h~ve to abandon our false notions of ourselves. 1 ·r
The message of the church must present Jesus Christ as the consummate disclosure.

In

1928

at the Jerusalem Conference on Missions,

it upheld nour message is Jesus Christ.

He is the revelation of what

God is and what man through Him may become." 1 73

If the church continues

to uphold the tru.t h presented from the pulpit, .many people who know not
Christ will come to accept Him.

They know this only through preaching.

Preaching, then, has been understood as the communication by word and witness of the good news of God•s
self-disclosure in Christ, of the intimate revelancy
of the gospel to every human situ~tion and of the urgency our free and full acceptance.1/4
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Preaching can provide a vital assistance for mental health, for it
recovers the elements which have been neglected or submerged under rigid

)
I

authoritarianism or moral perfectionism.

The very heart of the gospel

is the permissiveness to come to Christ.

Nowhere does the scripture ask

for proof of our undoneness.

It is invitation, not rejection, and accept-

ance, not aloofness, which are the keynotes of the gospel.

The old hymn

of the church, "Just as I am," is the central note of the church.
Forgiveness implies a conception of personal guilt.

1

75

Mental hy-

giene has been more concerned with guilt feeling while the Christian
gospel has thought in terms of real guilt.
will help the preacher study guilt feeling.

A study of mental health
However, the preaching has

remained grounded in the gospel which allows men the privilege of accepting or rejecting the meaning of the love of God.

It acknowledges

that there is real guilt and, hence, a need for forgiveness.

The preached

message should help the person see his finiteness, and where guilt is
real, the Christian message is the way of forgiveness.

The real sin

for which in Christian thought a man is held responsible is that of loving himself supremely when he should love God who first loved him. 1 76
Preaching cannot bring meaning to the man unless it can show that
life is meaningful rather than meaningless.
life must have some meaning.

It is a requirement that

Though it is experience that gives us know-

ledge of what is meaningful, it is also true that our concept of meaning
strongly influences our experiences.

To the mentally ill person life

does not make sense, he has lost that sense of meaning.
that must reinterpret what is meaningful to him.

It is the church

Preaching cannot re-

cover meaning for the one who lost it but can strengthw. the belief that
life is meaningful rather than meaningless.

It can seek to show some of
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the ways which a man like the Apostle Paul came to say,
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am persuaded

that neither life nor death nor any creature shall separate us from the
love of God which is in Christ Jesus" (Rom.

8:39).

The main ministry of the church has been the pm aching of the
gospel, and it must always remain that way.

It was the same in the

ministry of the Lord Jesus Christ.

This is a fact that has been acknow-

ledged by his friends and enemies.

His healing and miracles are such an

important part of his ministry that they must not be taken out of the
gospels.

They were one of the great attractions for the crowd that fol-

lowed him.
Yet we must recognize that Jesus did not allow
healing of the sick to displace the proclamation of
. the gospel as his major emphasis; for Him the eternal
thing was spiritual, not physical. At times he turned
away from the crowds demanding healing, to go off with
His disciples to teach them. His time could very easily have been filled with works for physical welfare
of men, but then , it would not have been a continuing
growing thing as it has been for two thousand years • •• •
He came to do a more deeper wid vital thing--to save
the whole man and all men. 17l
The church did believe in healing, but a decreasing amount of healing is recorded in history.

The apostles did heal but they gave them-

selves to the more fundamental things as a spiritual ministry (Acts

6:4).

The healing ministry was recognized by the church even up to the time of
Augustine.
church.

This ministry has been recognized as a vital function of the

Although not as prominent as was found in the early church, in-

stitutions for the homeless and aged and orphans have been provided.
In recent years, another noteworthy ministry

healing arose in the Episcopal Ghurch.

ot the church for

The leaders of the Emmanuel move-

ment were ministers of the Emmanuel Episcopal Church of Boston.

~hese

men collaberated with eminent physicians who endorsed the plan.

It was
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the plan to deal only with functional disorders trusting that religion
could contribute something to help the sick by dealing with the spiritual
1 8
problems as well as with the physically ill. 7
As our previous study has shown, the church has set up counseling

J

I

clinics to help the mentally ill.

These churches have fully cooperated

with the doctors and have been a valuable asset towards the recovery of
the patients.
the church.

The medical field also has recognized the assistz.nce of
Some doctors suggested church associations for their pa-

tients.
.Another important indication of the place of the
church in the healing ministry is the fact that some
doctors are frankly telling their patients they need
what the church has to give them--even prescribing
church attendance.179
·
The number of doctors suggesting this type of treatment is relatively small; however, the church does have something to offer these
people, a place of quietness where

t~e

soul and mind are opened to the

creative power of God.
The Program of the Church
It is here that the church must touch all classes, new frontiers
Illllst be ga ined , new stakes grounded, and new sites established .

The

church has responded to the need of the child, youth, young adult, adult,
and older people.

Just where must the line be drawn to distinguish where

one age begins and the other stops, one can not rightly determine.

The

real purpose of the church is to touch the individual where he is, understand and help evaluate life as it is.

Dr. Murray, in his book Psychology

.!.£!:.Christian Teachers, stated:
Psycholo~ i s the science of life, especially as
it relates itself to human conduct and to its explanation. It strives to give insight into the life of the

I
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individual. It is the science that will enable the religious leader to understand the human subject with which
he must work, and to read meaning in his conduct, actions
and behavior •••• The Christian teacher can not be proficient in his task of ministering to humanity without a
knowledge of the science of man •••• The religious leader
also must know man before he can minister unto him. He
needs to know why he misbehavese disobeys, and responds
as he does to certain stimu11.l 0

I

I

The church program should be adequately planned to arrest the attention of all ages.

As the religious leader, the minister, must see that

the church prescribes a full and adequate educational program.
Throughout the nearly twenty centuries of the church's
history, its chief function has been the ministry of the
Word and the Sacraments. With the Sacraments one associated all forms of congregate worship and pastoral services. The Word has been expanded to include instructional
and social programs •••• Mentel health can be deliberately
fostered through teaching and group progr~s as well as
through ceremonies and pastoral services. 1 1
There must be a positive position of the Christian faith and practices as the first pert of the program planning.

We must recognize the

Biblical position of man's nature and his return again to his rightful
place under the economy of God.

It would be of little use to attempt such

a program without that position.
To foster such a mental health program through the church and hold
to this position, Dr. L. E. Woodward in his article stated:
The family is the primary institution for fosterin~
mental health. It is very clear that the home has the
earliest and most constant effect on personality development and ~n the information of life-time patterns
of behavior.l 8
The church leader should understand the child who is essentially
preoccupied with four activities:
tioning.

eating, sleeping, playing, and ques-

At an advanced age, the primary child makes new adjustments and

school friends and the teachers are the new acquaintances he has.

He

must learn to play, work, cooperate with the new and different surroundings.
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Group activities take the place of "solo"' activity.

I
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}

Adventure, initia-

tive, and habit forming are all new in his life.
Junior life becomes individualistic and separation from the opposite sex is necessary.
church programing.

This age presents a very important emphasis in

This age wants individual selection of leaders, and

how important for the leader to understand psychology.

Dr. Murray stated

again:
The junior pupil is forming life decisions. He is
in a world of conflicting ideas. He may surprise his
teacher by adv ocating some false conception of life
which he has heard from adults. Profanity and slang
may mar his speech . His teacher should not be Shocked
at such utterances. To do so would give him the un desirable attention he seeks. Help him fina. a rubsti tute word that will more ful l y express his meaning.183
The Junior High age is a gangly, adolescense period when the boy becomes a man and the girl a young lady.

The individual has not turned his

back on childhood and is not ready to enter the society of adults .
working on the one process and leaving behind the other.
are new due to the biological change of the body.

He is

Urges and drives

He want s to break from

the home ties, yet secur i ty and confidence are still there.

He is subject

to moods, but yet he is confused as to what he wants to do.

The reli-

gious leader should show sympathy and understanc ing as the youth des i r.es
to be fre e from control.

Youth do no t embra ce Christianity because they

are told to; they want to know hat to do and what it will <b for them.
In the church program for mental health advancements, the depart ment or age group which needs much interest is the senior High -Group .
Th i s group period is one of decision and choi c e.
~bove

everythin g else, understanding friendship.

It is an age that needs,
The church leader has

much to offer with a depth of concern but the suggestion and advice given
will be cast off quickly.
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other phase of church

E~cn

I

shown by the church leaders.

wo~k

needs the same sincere interest

The extent of the program will be ad-

vanced or hampered lest full cooperation is given.

It is at this point

the church has fully given its place by saving the life of those who
through improper and misguided counsel could have mental break downs.
This will help us to keep in mind that
• • • the clear implication of the church•s program
of religious education is not only to insure wholesome personality growth within the family but also
to use children•s experience in family living as
material for developing wholesome concepts of religious and ethical values. This requires no radical
departure but does suggest a much needed emphasis in
religious education, for at the heart of most religions is the view that ~~l men are brothers and that
mankind is one family.104
Group Therapy
The church has an important place in assisting many
need spiritual and mental help.

~ople

who

There are people who have needs but

rather than seek help they bury their conflicts within and are more
miserable than if they could freely talk it over.
others to know the inner feelings and tensions.

Many do not want
So the question is--

why go to the minister, what can he do, why should I waste his time on
my problems?

What is the preacher if he isn•t the shepherd of the shaep?

He has a greater opportunity to help.
The counseling program of the parish is not an
isolated service of the pastor, it is the result of
the total program of his ministry . It begins in the
pulpit. Our peopl~ form a large share of their
opinions of us from our preaching •••• If, however, he
shows a sympathetic understanding of human problems
in his preaching, he will actually encourage his
people to come to him.lb5
The counseling program of the church is basic in the needs of the
people.

Th.ere has been a great amount of study on the needs of individuals
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throughout all educational institutions.

J

of the needs for group development:

1.

Dr. Maves has listed a few
amidst a competitive world the

individual has a sense of loneliness and tends toward isolation; 2.

the

disintegration and weakening of the primary group, the home, is characteristic of our age;

4.

3.

a changing culture demands great decisions; and

the rise of mass movements. 186 The church must rise up to meet that

challenge and within its structure present something that will bind those
people needing its help.

It was Gerald Adler, a pupil of Jung, who said:

Religion is rooted in the unconscious, elemental
level in us, and it is from this prim.ordi al part of our
psyche that the religious image and symbols spring
forth •••• Heligion is not a substitute for something
else, but stand right at the beginning of man•s existe~ce a~ ~
it is the primal urge of his specific human
situation. 57
This is the message the church must constantly keep before individuals and groups.

There is no other hope for them if this is omitted.

The church recognizes its ministry and these sick souls must find a
haven here.

Under the classification of

church were segregated into three groups:

s.

Norborg, individlals of the
1.

healthy minded Christian

personalities, well-balanced, with forgiveness and release through a
personal faith; 2.

the would-be healthy minded groups who do not know

they need help, who are nblue," "nervous and lonely";aid, 3.

people

with severe personality distresses who protest against any psychological or personal approach to their Christian experiences.

Mr. Norberg

said:
Christians of the third group are in desperate
need of ministerial and medical help; they need the
help of psychologically trained ministers a~d very
often also that of an expert psychiatrist.10~
The Christian church has always been a small, close, intimate
fellowship of believers, with a common thought, practice and motive in
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life.

Rev. Clinton J. Kew said, nThe church setting provides a sense

of belonging to a familiar atmosphere of protection, love and fellowship." 189 The Pentecostal experience of the one hundred and twenty
shows the importance of the closely knitted fellowship of the believer.
It was

c.

A· .Anderson-Scott who said:
The immediate and essential result of Pentecost
was the creation of this Koinonia; "a community of
sacred love which frees humanity from all limitations
of natural egotism." The primary work of the spirit
has been to sweep away or to submerge diffinities to
combine men and women of many different types into
the Divine Jfellowshlp, which became in turn the organ
of the same Spirit in deepening the knowledge of God and
in purifying and ennobling the character of those who
were at once partakers in the Fellowship and contributors of its life. 190

The theory of group life evolves around a life need.

Although we

are individuals, a group is made up of many who need help in various
channels of thought life.

Men are becoming group conscious and the

theory is to divide personality under a free democratic attitude with
individual e?Jl)ression.
Robert Leslie indicated he believes that
• • • the significance of interpersonal relations
and the value of a laboratory-for-life-approach needs
to be recognized. The leader needs to be trained in
understanding group dynamics and is seeing his role
clearly as a catalyst and an instigator of groups
interaction. A democratic atmosphere needs to be
created in order that the group members may interact
creatively. The group needs to be developed around
common purposes and should be flexible enough for a
continuous reorganization in terms of needs. The
goal of religious group activity should be a creative
fellowship in which the healing and development of
the menbers in their adjustment to life is a primary
consideration.191
The nature of the group or that which comprises itself is that
le

it is direct, small enough so that members can know one another,

2.

it has a common task, interest, purpose and caiter, 3 .

a limited
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amount of organization, 4.

I

bility so that all functions properly, 5.
ing, and

I

it has a leader and divisions of responsi-

6.

it promotes the nwe" feel-

it has a way of selecting its own members and controls

its usefulness.192

Groups can fully accomplish their task when these

basic factors are fully considered and ascribed to.
There are two basic principles governing groups:

first, that man

is inescapably social and desires to seek fellowship or mainta in companionship with others and achieves satisfaction of his needs; and secondly, there is within the group the striving for status or position
which will enable the person to establish his ·goals.

Dr. H· D. Sinclair,

psychiarist at the Yeterans Hospital at Roseburg, Oregon, stated that the
aims of group therapy for those emotionally disturbed are to give selfconfidence; build self ego; give them a sense of worth; satisfy social
hunger; assist in helping assets for future use; forget the past, look
to the future; make social relearning possible; watch emotional support;
a release of emotional tension; and reduce guilt for all that was done
may not be too bad.

There must be a sympathetic attitude within the

group and its leader. 193 The church group is this type that allows free
expression and release from inner tension.
The effect of the group upon its members depends upon the atmosphere or quality of the interpersonal relationship existing within it.
The key person who sets this group atmosphere is the leader.

It is his

relationship to the group that helps them define their purpose, set the
pace, and evaluate their growth.

Rev. Clinton J. Kew and Dr. Clifton E.

Kew stated in their article, "The therapists helps the patient to help
himself gain insight into this problem; he does not merely interpret this
problem and conflicts as they arise." 194
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In dealing with the groups and their functions, the leader must be
i

I

I

gifted with a knowledge of human nature and the ability to sense needs.
Dr . Sinclair suggests the therapist is a catalyst, a sympathetic person
with deep insights into human nature; like God, present but not always
visible; be able to understand individual difficulties; and study the
problems with the patient, not give an answer but give suggestions.

The

leadership of such a group must adequat ely interpret the ne8ds and carefully suggest avenues for recovery.

It is advisable for the clergyman to

direct those persons more disturbed to a psychiatrist.

If possible through

the group, those psychoneurotic could have individual attention.

Dr.

Sinclair made another observ ation, that of the relationship of the minister to the psychiatrist.

The minister directs the group on certain sub-

jects while the psychiatrist allows the patient to begin the conversation .
To the minister , not all topics are appropriate while the psychiatrist
will speak on any subject; and the minister will try to inspire the patient
to certain heights while the psychiatrist evaluates the words, emotions
and feelings. 195
The Role of the Minister
As the key man in the church, the minister has been called up to
fu l fill many duties and tasks.
others take him outside .

Various tasks keep him in the church and

One of the tasks is counseling , and this calls

for the minister t o be at his best.
him for spiritual help.

Parishioners and outsiders come to

His ability, as a man who understands the prob-

lems of life and people, will constantly keep him aware of the needs of
people.

His insight into their emotional needs will keep him ready to

assist in the spiritual values of life .
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Counseling has always been a face to face approach either of two
I

i

r

or more persons.

The manner and method differ but there is a sharing and

I

)

listening with the desire to help.

Since individuals differ in tempera-

ment, attitude, s o also the approach of counsellor and patients differ.
The purpose at this point was to show the relationship of the minister to
those needing spiritu2l help and especially to those emotionally disturbed.
Pastoral Theology
Pastoral theology is a function of the minister which brings him
into direct contact with individuals.
they live .

It is meeting individuals where

As Russell Dicks has so ably said, "The clergyman's task in

pastoral work is to assist splritual forces at work within the individual,
forces which are struggling for growth and maturity of the soul." +96 It
is to come face to face with the individuals and awaken or enlighten the
spiritual qualities of that individual.
"Pastor a l theology is as old as religion but it takes on new meaning in the light of modern psychology and with the coming of increased
stresses of living." 197 In John's gospel, Jesus is seen as a counselor
par excellence.

Each approach with the individual is different, each

conversation and solution or outcome was different.
loving underst anding and spiritual perception.

He has a sympathetic,

He was a man of miracles.

His miracles were miracles ef healing, the blind eyes were opened, the
deaf ears were able to hear again, the maimed limbs were alive.
gave new life and light to those whom he touched.

Dr.

s.

Jesus

E • .Anderson

wrote:
Pastors are appointed undershepherds whose work is
similar to tha t of the Chief Shepherd. To be like the
Chief Shepherd, we must let him "dwell in our hearts by
faith" so definitely that we can say with Paul, "Christ
liveth in me. " Then as David Seaburg wrote in "How
~esus Heals Our Minds Today" when a man becomes more
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and more the recipient of a divine inflow he is no
longer concerned with the exaltation of his own personality, but, sustained by a power greater than his own,
lives as an instrument of creation." 198

i

!

It is the pastor•s task to assist those who are spiritually maturing.

Some of these people will need help for a short period of time,

others will need help for a longer period.

It is also his place to help

those who are nervous, disappointed and mentally shipwrecked.
living in a troubled time and no one need deny it.

We are

Says Preston Bradley:

The complexity of modern life makes ever increasing demands on the individual. The strain is evidenced
not only in failures of confidence and courage for
business and social life, but a lso, in the physical
breakdown of man.199
A moral decay has come upon the land of our choice.
to get back to the whole Bible for the whole man.

The need is

Political machinery,

immoral conduct, greed, selfishness, and sensuality are taking their toll.
Those things held dear are crumbling away.

The trend is away. from God.

The Second World War did not help matters.

In the book Pastoral Psychology,

William Goulooze, quoting Elton Trueblood on a sta tement voiced by Albert
Schweitzer, said, "We are living today under the sign of the collapse of
civilization.

The situation has not been produced by the war; the latter

is only a manifestation of it. n 200
The minister's pastoral relation should touch those who are caught
in this critical period of time.

This is one of his greatest opportunities

to offer the whole Bible as the solution.
We are living in an age of peculiar psychical unrest and the religious mind will not deem it apart from
the providential ordering of God that important psychological discoveries should give the key to the alloying of
that unrest. 2 01
Christianity must minister to the total life.
done that.

It has not often

The minister must utilize all the powers of modern science in
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order to make the power of life what it was intended to be by its founder
Jesus Christ.

)

We hasten to say:

The world is sick and in need of a great physician, which waits only on the confession of our disability and our faith. The people of our day are
bewildered, as sheep that have no shepherd, and the
tragedy is that the Shepherd and the fold are there. 202

r

During the past twenty years, the ministry has increasingly accepted the responsibility of pastoral counseling because of the light which
modern psychology has thrown on human behavior.

P~rsonal

counseling

stands more on the tradition of the clergy than any other profession.
However, very little has been done since the medical field has ga ined
the ascendency.

The clergy has placed more emphasis on ideas and church

machinery than on the individual and as a result, the personal relationship of the minister and his congregation has been lost.

Church adminis-

tration and program has usurped the minister's personal contact with his
people.
Young people's problems have seemed too involved,
old people's problems uninteresting, sick people's
problems were left to the physician, while the problem of the unmarried people seemed fraught with danger.
The result has been that our clergy have baptized babies
with pious words, married the young with little counsel,
buried the dead with little help and stood helplessly
before the bereaved. It is safe to say that eightyfive to ninety per cent of the clergy are doing very
little effective pastoral work of personal counseling
of any kind. 203
Pastoral clinics have been organized and admini stered across our
.America.

Churches , singly or cooperatively, are establishing clinics

to provide mental and spiritual help to those needing it.

The advance-

ment of this ministry has been tremendous and very gratifying.

Some

people have been at the center, others have contributed financially, but
as Dr. Rollin J. Fairbanks has so ably remarked:
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Finally, behind all the effort, the experimentation, the pioneering, the generous financial support,
there hes always been a deep consciousness of the reality of God and his concern for mankind. This awareness
has served again and again to keep the movement oriented
in the right direction. As it moves forward, may it
do so prayerfully, humbly, and courageously.204

I

The clarion call has come, the ministry must rise up to meet it.
Hungry, bleeding hearts are calling, eager hands are raised, the ministry has a job.

Shepherding is the minister's task, this is his wonder-

ful day of privilege.
The opportunity for the clergyman has come. He
can bring a divinely human Bible as the ground of his
faith and appeal. He can bring the Lord the Healer,
not a dumb and deaf and blind principle, but a loving
~·ather to the help of his needy children.
He can
bring the real Christ of the New Testament--Emmanuel-God with us, to speak again the words, and give again
the touch and extend the hand to those possessed with
the demons of unrest, disquiet and bodily ills. 205
The Qualified Leader
Along the shores of Galilee, at the pool in Siloam, seated in the
Upper Room, the central figure was the Lord Jesus.
the New

Testame~t

is permeated with Him.

The very whole of

He is the leader of men, the

winner of souls, the healer of the physical and mental needs, the altogether lovely, the bright and morning star.
continue to be God manifested in the flesh.

He is, was, and will
Jesus was the qualified

leader of men.
In the area of work in counseling people, regardless of the nature of the act, the minister is the person like Jesus.
must emulate his love, passions and concern.
fied to accept and promote such a ministry.

He, the pa stor,

The minister must be qualiThe minister first of all

must study his own personal habits, personal characteristics, and his
devotion to his ministry.
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He who is sound in his knowledge of himself is
most likely to meet successfully the social problems
that confronts him in life. His willingness to scrutinize himself shows a fact-finding disposition which
augurs well for any undertaking. 206

j

Pastoral psychology does not exclude the minister from an inward
searching of his own needs and the study of his own character.

If diffi-

culty lies within, then how can he be able to assist in the needs of
others?

"The mere reading of books will not make you popular or success-

ful with others. n 207 The minister must be fully consecrated to his calling with a divine desire to assist those souls in the word of God.
man can lift any soul higher than he has gone himself.
maintain a sense of God at all times.

No

The minister must

He cannot pretend to have an inner

relationship with God, the outward will expose the inner and people will
see the falacy.
Reality and sincerity are basic in any man's relation to God. So he can only make God real to others
when his own character is charged with God-like powers,
when his manhood is irre.diated with divine potencies,
and his spirit is in harmony with the Eternal Spirit.
He can only fulfill his function when he lives in close
fellowship with God. 208
The minister should always show a deep religious faith and sense
of his divine calling.

No man takes the honor to himself; it is of God

that one is called into the highest calling of the church.

The whole

temperament and spirit of the man must show the revelation of this calling and the whole man must be eagerly desire the Spirit's direction.
The pastoral counseling relationship with his people will reveal
the real person of the pastor.

His sense of direction, calmness of

spirit, understanding of the people, his willingness to listen and spent
time will truly reveal him.

ttThe pastor-counselor must have reached full

religious manhood himself, if he is to lead other into wholesome Christian
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experiences." 209 Al though the minister studies the whole personality

j

and attempts to see the whole need of the individual, he must consciously
and by nature of his calling uphold Jesus Christ.

J

It was Steward Hiltner

who said:
Broadly ~ eaking, the special aim of the pastoral
counseling may be stated as the attempt by a pastor to
help people to help themselves through the process of
gaining understanding of their inner conflicts. 210
This form of counseling becomes moral re-education and shows
people how to meet their problems, but the ministry should go beyond and
faithfully present a heart-to-heart relationship with the Lord Jesus
Christ that lives within.
Training the Minister
Since the early days of medicine, the medical field has emphasized
the need of training the medic in certain aspects of his field before
granting him the full opportunity to practice.
yet established such a practice.

The ministry has not as

The training of the minister must go

beyond the accepted theological training.
Training in doctrine, in philosophy, in history
and even in the questions of the da~r, constitutes only
a logical equipment; there is still necessary a psychological equipment in order that one may appreciate the vast
mass of mental states and processes of a non-logical
sort. 211
The time has come when every minister ought to
have 80me knowledge of the psychology of the human soul;
when he ought to receive in his curriculULn a thorough
grounding in the conflict which leads to the divided
soul; when he ought to know the principles of mental
healing. 212
There is a strong emphasis on the need of training in the seminaries, although many are unable to institute at the present in a full
course in actual training.

Dr. F.

c.

Kilether stated:
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Training for this pastoral ministry, however,
presented real problems to the seminaries. Here it
was necessary to "learn by doing" but impossible to
set conditions for such learning in the class room.
The professor could talk about the pastoral task, but
n0t demonstrate it. As a consequence, the average
young clergyman faced the people in his parish with
no apprenticeship, no experience in reckoning with
real problems of real people, given under disciplined
and consecrated supervision. 213
Hospitals located near seminaries are instituting psychic courses
for seminary students.

In Portland, Oregon, the Emmanuel Hospital con-

ducts a six weeks summer course for ministers and others interested in
the field.

In a recent question directed to Billy Graham by a pre-

medic al student studying in the field of psychiatry, he said,

·1 realize

11

some doctors in this field deny most of the doctrines of the Bible.

Yet

it is important to me that I continue in my work and be a good doctor ,
but I want to combine both psychiatry and religion, although as I go
further into my studies, I fina. many doubts coming. u
Billy Graham answered:
I certainly would encourage you to go on with
your studies for there is a grea t need today for
Christian psychiatrists. However, it is most important
that you have a deep-rooted and well-established faith
in Christ . Remember, too , that the Bible is not the
evolution of the human mind, but the revelation of the
Divine Mind. Thus, when your preliminary studies are
completed and you enter upon your life • s work as a
doctor and psychiatrist, what a tremendous help you
will be to your patients as you comfort their minds,
heal their bodies and bless their souls. Here is a
psychiatrist who, when he is dealing with a man, seeks
to discover the cause of his unrest . The disquietude
is in the sub-conscious region of the mind and abides
there as a dull and smouldering fire. The cause of
the trouble has been found because of the ski llful
treatment of the psychiatrist, but what then? Here is
where the Christian doctor can be of such a help. He
is able to go still further and recomment the Christ
who says, 11 I am come that they might have life and that
they might have it more abundantly, "' (John 10:10). We
wish you all success in your studies. 214
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Although the field is large and much has already been accomI

plished, the minister must not sit and wait.

He must culture his own

soul, his life must be clean and open before God, he must study and

J

make use of the books available but not allowing these books to displace the Bible, and he must seek the assistance of a psychiatrist or
some one trained in the art of counseling.
As a spiritual amba ssador of the cross, the minister's prime
requisite is to know God.

The Biblical characters were acquainted with

God, Elijah, Moses, and John the Baptist.

The personal knowledge of

God is the capstone of our faith in the redemption of Jesus Christ.

Re-

birth is not only necessary to enter into but also is an on-going ministry.

The minister must be a part of God's Holy Spirit or his ministry

is dead.
today.

It is the energizing of the Spirit that produces men of caliber
It was

w.

A· Sadler who said, when insisting that the gospel has

the answer for the needs of men and the ministry:
If you are in need of mind cure, if you are looking for a religiJus mind cure, turn not to a strange god
or newfangled modern cult; but if you need the Balm of
Gilead for your soul and spiritual consolation for your
mind, get a religion that will not only heal your body
just as well as any of these newfangled cults; but get
a religion that also promises to do something for your
soul, ever in the great beyond, in the sweet by and by,
where you need no more healing of the body. And that
religion, in my opinion, is not something new and modern
psychic phantasma, but the simple, old fashioned Gospel
of the Lord, Jesus Christ. 215
Call a halt in this business of taking a page out
of psychology to start a new religion: taking the
heart out of the teachings of Jesus Christ to start a
commercial system of religious mind cure. 216
The commission of the ministers is the great calling for the hunger of men and those mental l y afflicted. · The appointment of the Master
upon the hearts of men today is the greatest stimulus a man can have.

llO
The very secret in the practice of pastoral psychology is the message of
love sent forth from the throne room of Heaven.
The Art of Counseling
The work of a minister is enjoyable and s::iul refreshing when the
work he is doing is beneficial to some one in need.

The preaching of the

Word inspired a man to continue when he sees response in the congregation.
In the counseling side of his calling there also is happiness when one

comes to see him for help and after the period of time improvement is
made.

The pastor does well to think of the creative process of a soul

acce pting or seeing something new in his life.

The pastor might well

think the person has stepped a rung higher on the ladder of life.

His

place then is the assistance of a disturbed soul to a place of inner contentment or assurance.
In the minister's counseling procedure, he should
have it definitely in mind to try to move toward a religious solution of the problem of which he is dealing.
He believes tha t Christ is the additional factor in the
life situa tion which makes the difference between progressive failure and overcoming faith. 217
Counseling
Counseling may be defined in many ways; there are many pastors,
medical men and social workers who are counseling daily and each may describe it differently.

Seward Hiltner, according to the article written

by Robert H. Felix, said, ;'Counseling is an activity, not a profession. n 218
He further stated:
Counselors starting from various professional and
ideological points of view have reached beneath their
field of technical expertness and discovered the rich
soil of the dynamic of human personality. They are now
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coming to realize how much they have in common in this
underlying realm, and how f a llacious they have been in
putting up •no trespassing• signs on what is really the
village green. 219

I

I

}

There are many methods in counseling, but the thought in the background of the counselor is to help the individual and clarify his concepts
and his goal in society.

Dr. Carroll Wise emphasized counseling as:

Viewing counseling as a process of communication
throws light on many technical problems. There is the
person who finds it comparatively easy to trust others
and for whom communication of painful experiences is
not difficult. There is the person who has been made
to feel guilty about his feeling--any feelings and who
finds himself blocked by this guilt. There is the
person who cannot communicate anything significant
until he has sized up the pastor and has decided for
himself what the pastor will do with any shared experience. There is the person who is so upset and distraught that he cannot contain himself; give him a
listening ear and he pours forth his feelings freely,
though not always helpf'ully •••• counseling is more than
t a lking; it is the conveying of experience in terms of
their meaning. 220
Persons Who Need Counsel
No one wants to speak or deal with some one who cannot keep a
confidence.

The average layYnan wants the pa stor to be one who can

accept his problems, assist
about it.
counselor.

hi~,

and then not breathe a word to anyone

The people who need counsel are those who want a trusted
Dr.

s.

E • .Anderson has outlined seven classes of people

who are in need of pastoral counseling.

'l'hey were presented as f ollows:

the disturbed people, those who are emotionally ill, maladjusted people
who seek help from the pastor; the perplexed students, with religious,
social and individual problems; those needing vocational guidance; the
potential divorcees; those quarreling members in the church.; :md those
returned service personnel. 2 21 It is within this range of classification that the minister will have opportunity to help.

I
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To do his best, the minister must be at his best.

)

I

It would be a

waste of time for the parishioner to come t0 the pastor who is not wide

I

I

I

I

awake to the need.
mentally.

The pastor should be at his best spiritually and

His keen spiritual insight should be awake for those in need.

Love should flow constantly from his heart.

"The Christian counselor

should know his Bibl e well enough to find a par a llel to his client's
situation. " 222 His attitude mentally must be sharpened to see the need
of many before they release their mind.
He should know how to diagnose a person's background by a few innocent questions; estimate his
physical health by several quick ob serv a t i ons; evaluate his attitude towa rd life by tell-tale personal
characteristics . One learns human na ture by knowing
many people, of all sorts, and by observing their
differences. 223
Preparation for Counseling
As the person comes into the pastor's study, there must be a sense
of friendliness and kindness.

'l'he initial contact establishes a few

things in the mind of the minister; he discovers who ne eds help, where
the person lives, and as the minister , he is one person above all in
society who is still expected to visit his people. 224 The pastor must
be a mature person, educated both in the school and university of life.
He must not assume a "holier-than-thou" att itude, and most of all he
must not display a calloused attitude.

He may often be tempted to say,

"I told you so, " or "It ' s your own fault,» but that attitude will not
help anyone.

Although the minister's schedule is crowded, he must show

the parishioner that he is the only person who is important for this
moment.

Not onl y must the pastor understand the person but must prove

that he does understand.

Dr. Anderson enlisted our attention when he
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said, .. This can be done in a variety of ways.
He can listen with full attention.
)

He can assure him verbally.

He can make appropriate comments.

He can ask intelligent q_uestions." 225
Dr. Wayne E. Oates, assistant Professor of Pastoral Care and Psychology of Religion at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary at
Louisville, Kentucky, said:
Probably the most Christlike method of establishing initial contacts with persons in need is in what
may be termed the pastor's "market place ministry."
In the casual, informal contact of everyday living
with people--in the grocery store, in the fil l ing station, at the bank, in the garages, at social gatherings of all kinds--the pastor hears the "uplifted
voices" of human need. 226
In the initial person to person contact, Dr. Carroll Wise so wisely stated:
The immediate function of the counseling relationship is to strengthen the ego, or the self, of
the conscious functions of a person thro.ugh which the
integrative, maturing processes are achieved. The
ego needs help in facing what it has not been able
to face alone. The person, feeling too weak to face
and work out either inner or external conflicts, is
forced to adopt one or more of the various forms of
defense or escape. 227
l!'riendship
The minister must be aware of the relationship of the person to
himself.

The act of friendship between the pastor and parishioner is

basically face to face.

They believe the personal intimate fellowship

may cause an ineffective counseling relationship.

Dr. Hiltner remarked:

I see no general reason why this eould not be
done in many situations. The point would be whether
both persons understand and accept the limitation
which the counseling places temporarily on the relationship. On the other hand, the pastor does well
to recognize that it may be more difficult to do
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effective counseling with personal friends, no ne.tter
how explicitly the relationship is redefined.228
I

Because of his profession and "authoritatian role" the minister

l

will put eside this role and assume a closer fellowfh.ip to the person
and become a "good fellow".
be a part of them.

His idea is to get down on their level and

Some people who are on friendly terms with the minis-

ter may not desire that type of fellowship when emotionally di sturbed.
They cannot find a deep relationship at all, they feel a superficial
attitude and cannot go deep within.

They go to another minister and

tell him of their need and sorrow for not having confidence in their own
pastor.
In the case of Martha , who was on a very fr i endly relationship
with the pastor and his family, she became emotionally upset due to an
estranged rele tionship with her husband.

After counsel, prayer and time

spent with the patient, plus the valuable assistance of the doctor,
Martha recovered and her relationship with her pastor and family was
strengthened.
Freedom
Freedom is an important means for emotional recovery.
in the counseling program is vita l for the patient.

This act

Repressions, hidden

feelings, vengenances , and grudges and all that binds the individual must
be released.

When the patient has expressed his feelings, he has emo-

tionally and psychologica lly changed.

Dr. Carl Rogers pointed out that:

The experiences of relating feeling hitherto
inhibited involves more than bringing about a sense
of release. It inevitably gives the individual a
somewhat changed perception of hirnselr •••• rt is even
true in the ca se of the child who is releasing his
feelings through play therapy. Gradually, he comes
to orient himself in a new way, and shows by his actions that he is playing a new role.tt 229

I
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Listening
"Be a good listener," a chapter heading in the book How to Win
Friends and Influence People, written by Dale Carnegie, should be characterized by every pastor.
ing.

Skilled psychiatrists stress the art of listen-

Carl Rogers says that the counselor had best not direct the con-

versation too much or the client's inner feeling will not find expression. 230 It is best to stay with the parishioner emotional l y and not
hurry him.

According to Russell Dicks, quoting Seward Hiltner, "Listen-

ing does not mean •demonstrating our strength by outstaring the parishioner' but to look him steadily in the eye." 231
Passive listening is chara cterized by the pastor being passive
while the patient does the talking, being alert to catch some emotional
activity, nodding the head occasionally and encouraging the parishioner
and an occasional ''ah" and •tum".
Passiv e listening is the kind of listening used
in the formal confessional. The difference in our use
of it and the priest's in the confessiona l is that
confession, as practiced in the liturgical churches ,
is strictly regulated by canon law and is formalized
around the commandments. Thus the priest may not get
the underlying causes of behavior but deals only with
the overt .act. If, as modern psychology teaches, all
behavior is puruoseful, then the overt act may be quite
insignificant. 232
Passive listening is to get a t the underlying cause.

Once this

is discovered a more aggressive type of listening is required.
Active listening, or direct, 'is characterized by the pastor asking questions.

What the scalpel is to the doctor, the question is t o

the pa stor counselor.

The surgeon knows the how, when and the time;

the pastor knows how, when and, if careful, why.
thought may be the last.

One question without

Care must be given constantly.

Through

ll6
questions, we are showing our interest in the patient, we get to know
him, we open new thoughts, we see new methods of help and grow to live
)

with him.
In the case of Marjorie, listening was very essential.

Her emo-

tional disturbances developed over her twin sons who were subject to the
draft.

One enlisted three months before the other was drafted.

Many

years ago she had a mental disturbance but recovered successfully.

This

time it came in another form, the cause was a functional disorder.

Time

after time she wanted to see her pastor but felt he need not be troubled
with her.

¥inally she came to him, he used the active listening approach

and she ably assisted.

After many counseling periods and an active move

for shock therapy which was not needed, Marjorie was able to get a hold
of herself and now is fully recovered.
Concentration
Under the act of counseling, one of the easiest principles and
the hardest to apply is concentration.

Dr. Hiltner said concerning this

act:
If we have examined counseling at all, we soon see
the cardinal sins are all opposites of concentration;
diverting, coercing, moralizing, and generalizing. If
a parishioner needs counseling, he has inner conflicts
and tension. If we, within the limits of the counseling situation help him to get those out verbally so they
can be examined, at his own pace, we perform the essence
of the counseling function. If we concentrate on what
he is trying to communicate, this can happen. 233
Reassurance
.Another phase in the counseling of the parishioner is reassurance.
This is a positive statement by the pastor, an encouragement.

It is the

expressed opinion that the problem will work out and the parishioner

l
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will overcome the suffering.

The parishioner will not have reassurance

because the minister tells him so but because the minister has listened
and shown his interest in the problem.
ance weakens the statement.

The more words used in reassur-

Small words are strong words.

In attempt-

ing to assure the person use simp l e terms and be certain that the voice
is tender and shows an understanding.
Reassurance in the Protestant faith is centralized around the
friendly relationship of the pastor.

In the Catholic faith, the ab-

solution is pronounced in the name of the •rrini ty.

'l'he Protestant view

is lacking in that the full responsibility is pla ced on

t~e

pastor;

however, we must remember that he is God's representative and speaks
for Him.

When there is a mutual understanding between the parishioner

and the pastor there can be a closer relation ship in the l ife of the
parishioner and God, for the pastor leads him directly to God.
The Bible
.Although the pastor is not a psychiatrist, he has the inner
feelings of one who goes deeper than the surface.

The real pastor will

try to solve the psychological problems and will help the spiritual
need.

He does have some tools ths.t will place the individual at ease.
The salvaging of human life consists not simply
in having high ideals. It consists as much in having
the knowledge 11 how 11 • We need, in part, the know how
to interest our fellows, how to arouse their expectation, how to build up habits of favorable response,
how to lead and ad ju s t and control. 234
The minister, of all men, should be expected to know and use the

Bible when dealing with people.
parishioner and God.

He is the spiritual advoca te for the

The pastor is dealing with many people with many

problems, and he must rely upon the wisdom obt a ined from God.

1tif any

man lack wisdom , let him ask of God, tha t giveth to all men liberally
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and upbraideth not, and it shall be given him 0 (James 1:5).
ter•s source book must be the Bible.

'l'he minis-

"It is the best source book on

human relations and personal problems." 235 The wise pastor will use it

I

for parallel situations, for encouragement, but not cram it down the
patient's throat.

He will suggest passages to read, he will use scrip-

I

ture thet encourages a forward look.
In the case of Beth who was suffering from the involutional melancholia and a physical disability, the Bible and other books were asked
to be withheld.

She had marked various scriptures which she felt were

condemning her.

Beth had been a vital Christian leader and Sunday School

teacher.

The spiritual counselor suggested that the Bible be left alone.

Also she was asked not to attend church.

During the period of counseling

the patient was doctoring but the therapy he prescribed was not too
successful.

l!'inally shock therapy was given and the patient recovered

and is happy in her service for the Lord.
The spiritual counselor who holds the Bible as the standard for
mental recovery would not conform to the preceeding method of help.

'l'he

psychiatrist may use the procedure but the pastor would encourage church
attendance.

However, in some situations the pastor must see the whole

picture and act accordingly.
The use of the Word will bring the inner peace that is necessary.
It is said of John SUtherland Bonnell that he used the Bible to suit the
occasion and purpose.

Sometimes he quoted it informally--other times he

wrote it on a card like the doctor•s prescription. 236
God's book must not be left out when we are dealing with the emotionally disturbeQ.

It is the only written page that will calm the dis-

turbed soul, the troubled mind and release the inner tension.

It should
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be at our finger tips at all times.

Dr. Gou l ooze said in reference to

the use of the scripture among pastors:
It is an alarming fact that so few ministers actually use this technique for effective pastoral work.
We have lost the art of using 11 the sword of the Spirit,
which is the Word of God." 2 37
Prayer
Another available source in the minister's life is prayer.

No

greater privilege comes to the pastor than to lift his own soul through
prayer.

His is constantly in need of spiritual communion and his re-

fre s hing comes through this medium.
When the parishioner comes to the pastor seeking assistance, the
closing act of counseling should be prayer.
cation with God.

Prayer is the soul's communi-

Dr. Dicks suggests, "Prayer is man's effort to release

resources in his behalf which are beyond his own control." 238 Prayer is
not only telling God, but God
response from man.

com.~unicating

to man and enlisting a greater

Dr. Anderson stated:

The counselor should pray before, during and after
the interview. During the interview his prayer may be
silent and unobserved, but if the client does not object
an audible prayer may be helpful. 239
Dr. Carroll Wise speaking briefly about prayer said:
First, when formal prayer is used in counseling,
it must be the expression of a profoundly sincere attitude within the minister and not simply a form that is
gone thrJugh because it seems that this should be do~e.
In the second place, the counselor should be aware of
the misuse of prayer, part i cularly as an easy solution
to problems. A real conflict can occur in a counseling
relationship tha t is guided by a balance of the principles of dependence and responsibility in which the interviews are ended in the kind of a prayer which would
place the responsibility for the solution of the situation in the hands of God. Again, prayer has its unique
values, but it is not a substitute for insight, not for
the release of negative feelings in the counseling situation. Another real danger in prayer is that most people
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feel that they must say in prayer what should be sa i d,
r a ther than express their feelings. Prayer tha t is
not honest may do real damage to the personality. 240
Prayer helps us to come to grips with reality; it frees us from

J

{

t

running away from our difficulties; we are able to face the deep realities of life.

From a thought taken fr om Dr. Bonnell , we find, "Prayer

offers vital help to the counselor as he deals with individuals by bringing to them the assurance of the Divine for forgiveness and release them
from the sen s e of

guilt .~

241A prayer prayed with affirmation and medi-

tation is effective therapy when one is under tension and anxiety.
Dr. Bonnell further affirms that the attitude of the counselor in
prayer will release that ten s ion from the parishioner, when he says:
We shall now have a period of quiet in the presence
of God that we may receive His healing peace. Assume an
attitude of complete physical relaxation. Trust all
your weight to the cha i r you are sitting on. Let go for
a moment for those disturbing thoughts that have so
greatly harassed you: let go and let God come into your
life. 242
At the close of the prayer and counseling period, the parishioner
and the pastor will be mentally and physically rested.

This is the time

when the deep inner tension and conflicts have been relea sed.

The pastor

who faithfully holds on in prayer for the soul is making use of a powerful therapeutic agency.
Summary
The church does have a place in assisting the mentally ill.

Through

the preaching, program planning and group therapy, the church is establishing contact with mental needs.

The message of the church is hope, peace,

comfort, and the supplying of these needs that cannot be found on the surface , those inner impulses that cause us to search diligently for the
answer.

\
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The minister's function has been the "burden bearer" of the patient•s problems.
and groups.

This has brought him into direct contact with all ages

His task has been to kindly and friendly reassure the patient

he understands the need.

The minister has been God•s representative using

the Bible and prayer as his tools to assist the patient.

It has been

stated that seventy-five per cent of the recovery depends upon the attitude of the patient.

Therefore, it is the minister•s responsibility to

encourage a proper attitude and enlist a response in the heart and mind of
the patient.

SUMMARY AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Sununary
In this study the 'vriter has shovm the relationship of the
minister 'to the mentally ill.

Special attention was given to the need

of this ministry as well as the relationship of the minister to those
other professions operating in this same field, especially the relationship of the minister to the psychiatrist.

Al brief study of the history

of mental illness presented some of the ancient methods of healing and
compared them to mcrlern methods which gi w relief to emotionally upset
people. The study would not have been complete without reference to
the origin and creation of man in the likeness and image of Godo
Consideration was also given to man's psyohologioal makeup, and to a
study of abnormal mental di seas es o

The concluding study deaH w.i th the

relationship of the church t:nd tha minister to the mentally illo
Conclusions
This diserte.tion has lead the author to conclude:
(1)

The minister should make use of the materials and means availM

abl e on this subject, Slch as; books and

periodicals ~

pastor al psychology

conferences, personal interviews with men acquainted in this field, and
obtain as much educational training as possible, to acquaint himself with
basic psychological principles.
(2)

The minister should not become e. professional psychiatris·I;,

he should be a spiritual shepherd and counselor for his people&
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(3)

he should remain in his own field, and should use sincere spiritual
peroeption, the Bible and prayer a.s his main source and instrumentso
(4)

(

The minister should not substitute as a psychiatrist,

The minister should have e. knowledge of mente.1 illness and

understand the mmtal and emotional structure of the individual in order
to detect mental illness .
(5)

The minister should nake available his services to the

psychiatrist and medical men to assure harmony and cooperation in the
recovery of the mentally ill.

GLOSSARY

)
{

Adequacx - an evaluation of oneself as an estimable parson; he
esteems himself and has confidence in himself

I

or

Constitutional factors - a system of related parts; composition
make up; bodily frame or temperament; a determinant of behavior
of the individual's total physiological roake up at a given time

~rive

- a need or desire for responding in a persistent fashion

Emotion - a stirring perturbation or excitement of mind; power of
feeling; a combinat-ion of feelings, impulses, and physical and
physiological reactions
Habit - an activity which has been repeated so often as to become
automatic
~.~.!~

- UI18ble to help oneself

Heredi·tarl traits - transmission of physical and mental qualities,
diseases etc., from parent to offspring
Insti~

- an inherited pattern or response

Matur0:tion - the process of growth,. dependent upon physical development independent of learning
and .§.Oals for the individual - a need exists as a state of
tension in a P9rson which serves to direct his behavior toward certain
goals. A need embraces drives, impulses, urges, motives, cravings,
wants and wishes. A need exists as a state of tension which le ads a
person toward activities which will relieve the tBnsion. Goal - an
activity or state which to some extent satisfies an individual's need
or needs

~~~

~!..!~ !il~~

- a mechanism capable of receiving and responding to

stimuli
Seourit~ ~d .h!.EE~

-

the need for

0

belongingness 0

•
Happiness the state of quality of being happy; the pleasurable experience that
springs from possession of good

\
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